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Dunn
discusses
tuition at
MSU
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
:Murray State students can
expect tuition to cost $210 more
each semester next school year.
And those who want to live
in the new Clark College will
have a room increase beyond
those in the
older dorms.
MSU President Randy
Dunn, Vice !
President for
Finance Tom
Denton and
Vice President
for Student
Dunn
Affairs Don
Robertson
:presented a brief overview of
:tuition, housing rates and dining fees in the context of the
2007-08 budget during a forum
Friday afternoon in the Curus Center Theater. About a
dozen students and twice as
many administrators, regents,
professors and staff attended.
The scenario presented to
the students included an 8.4
percent increase for tuition and
fees, translating into $210 more
each semester.
That proposal would bring
the total tuition rate to $5,418
annually, according to information Denton presented.
The proposed percentage
increase is below the maximum 9.5 percent more the
state's Council on Postsecondary Education will allow
regional universities like Murray State.
An increase of 8.4 percent
also is the second lowest in
the state, with only Kentucky
State University raising its rate
less, and the dollar equivalent
means only Morehead State
University ($205) and KSU
($198) have smaller increases, according to charts Denton presented.
Western Kentucky University students will likely pay
$6,416 annually while Eastern
Kentucky students will be
charged $5,682 for the coming year.
Murray State's Board of
Regents will consider the
increase at its meeting Friday
in Pogue Library. With the
budget scenario, Dunn said
regents also will receive a
summary of comments from the
forum.
The regents then will
approve the university's full
budget at its May meeting.
Denton said tuition and
mandatory rates generate $61.8
million, but the net revenue
is only $38.1 million after
scholarships. waivers and other
discounts are factored into the
equation.
The university has a total
of $107 million in revenue
with $48.1 million
the
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United Way passes Salmonella
$300,000 once again cases are

reported here
No confirmation cases are
related to peanut butter

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

The United Way of Murray-Calloway County held its 2007 Celebration Breakfast Friday morning at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center in the' Weaks Community Center.
During the meeting it was announced that the organization had raised an impressive $301,000
as a part of its Annual Giving Campaign. Pictured above,from left, are: Lance Allison, incoming campaign chairman; Doug Lawson, past campaign chairman; Peggy Billington, executive
director; and Keith Travis, chairman of the board of directors.

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
A Celebration Breakfast was held Friday morning at which time the United Way of MurrayCalloway County announced the results of its
2007 Annual Giving Campaign. Doug Lawson,
fund-raising campaign chairman, said the organization had raised an impressive $301,000.
"We broke the $300,000 mark again," Lawson said. "As always, the community was very
supportive and we couldn't have done this
without their support of United Way and its
agencies. The needs of our community are constantly growing and we have to be prepared
to help meet those needs."
Lawson said he 'Wanted to encourage everyone to be ready for another great campaign
next year.
"We are pleased with the campaign and we
want to thank all of the contributors for their
support of United Way. We hope to be even
more aggressive in the coming year. We want

to do our best to make United Way an evergrowing organization," said Board of Directors
Chairman Keith Travis said.
Lance Allison, who was introduced as the
new campaign chairinan, said he is excited to
be with United Way.
"The organization is great for Murray and
Calloway County," he said. "I am going to be
shooting for the stars. I want to encourage
people to support and participate in the local
United Way."
The past goal for the year had been set at
$315,000, but Peggy Billington, United Way
executive director, said everyone was still very
pleased, and the numbers were reflective of an
overall trend.
"We were up in some areas and down in
other places. Plus, we picked up some new
businesses," she noted. "It was just a difficult

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Grocery stores in Murray have pulled ConAgra-produced
Peter Pan and Wal-Mart's Great Value peanut butter from
shelves as part of a nationwide recall connected to outbreaks
of salmonella poisoning.
According to an Associated Press
report Friday, Centers for Disease
•
Control officials have struggled to Salmonella sickens
pinpoint the source of the first U.S. about 40,000 people
salmonella outbreak linked to peanut each year in the U.S.
butter. And Friday, a Missouri cou- and kills about 600,
ple sued ConAgra Foods Inc. over according to CDC officials. Symptoms of the
the outbreak.
Their attorney said more suits infection include:
•diarrhea
will follow.
•fever
The lawsuit was filed in U.S. •dehydration
District Court in Kansas City by si abdominal pain
Susanna and Brian Cox of St. Joseph. •vomiting
It claims that Susanna Cox and the However most cases
couple's two children began devel- are caused by underoping gastrointestinal illnesses in cooked eggs and chickOctober after eating Great Value en.
Peanut Butter, made by ConAgra. •Salmonella cases posThe two children required urgent med- sibly related to the recall
ical treatment, according to the law- have taken place in
about 40 states. For a
suit.
The couple seek unspecified dam- full refund, consumers
should send the product
ages.
lid, their name and mailSeattle-based attorney William ing address to:
Marler, whose firm handles many ConAgra Foods, P.O.
cases of food-borne illness, said the Box 3768, Omaha, NE,
lawsuit is the first in the outbreak, 68103.
which has sickened nearly 300 people in 39 states since August. No
deaths have been reported.
Shoppers across the country are warned to throw out or
return jars with a 15-digit product code on the lid that begins
with the numbers "2111..." which identifies ConAgra's Sylvester,
Ga. plant where it was manufactured.
Cliff Higginson, manager of Food Giant in Murray, said
Friday that all cans bearing the suspect product code have
been pulled from store's shelves and customers have been

•See Page 2A
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Math, science incentives approved
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) -Legislation aimed at promoting the spread of rigorous math
and science courses in Kentucky, and offering financial
rewards for teachers and students in those classes, won
Senate passage on Friday.
The plan, a top priority of
Senate Republican leaders,
includes offering grants to
entice more schools to offer
advanced placement courses in
calculus, physics and chemistry. The state would pay for
high school students' advanced
placement tests, and qualifiedstudents would receive financial rewards for doing well on
the exams.
Another key component,
which drew some objections,
would provide cash bonuses
to teachers whose students do
well on AP exams in calculus, physics and chemistry, as
well as incentives for teachers

in those subjects who score
highly on certification tests.
Sen. Ken
Winters called
it a "bold step"
improve
to
Kentucky's
competitiveness in math
science
and
education that he said is crucial to economic progress. It
also seeks to overcome chronic shortages of teachers in those
specialized courses, he said.
"This bill will establish us
as a pacesetter," said Winters,
a Murray Republican and chairman of the Senate Education
Committee.
Opponents balked at singling out the math and science teachers for bonuses, saying problems with Kentucky's
education system are more

widespread.
Sen. Ernesto Scorsone said
it would encourage teachers to
seek out those students they
think will score highly on the
tests so the instructors can get
the bonuses.
"We're going to have recruitment like sports," said Scorsone, D-Lexington.
Sen. Daniel Mongiardo, DHazard, was among opponents
who said the bill was being
rushed through without a thorough review including input
from teachers.
"Voting on this bill without knowing what this bill does
is legislative malpractice,Mongianio said.
Scorsone tried but failed to
delay the plan to allow task
force reviews of differentiated
teacher salaries and accelerat-

•See Page 2A
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
These jars of Peter Pan peanut butter, returned by Food
Giant customers to the store, are among those recalled by the
Food and Drug Administration this week as being potentially
tainted with salmonella. Also on the recall list is Wal-Mart's
Great Value peanut butter. Both products under suspicion of
being tainted have a 15-digit product code on the lid that
begins with the numbers "2111."
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The intent is to begin funding the program in time for
the 2008-2009 school year.
Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, DLouisville, who voted for the
bills, said the big question is
whether lawmakers will back
up the incentives with the necessary funding.
"What will be the real test
will be the commitment from
us to back up all the great
speeches we've made today
with our money," he said.
The proposals face an uncertain reception in the Democratic-controlled House.
House
Speaker
Jody
Richards of Bowling Green
said House members favor
encouraging high-level math
and science skills, but was
noncommittal on the Senate
plan.
-There may be some parts
some folks object to," he said.
"We'll just have to look into
them and see how the House
members will react to it."
Richards said that differentiated pay among teachers
would be "a problem with
many of our members."
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From Front
largest amount — going toward
instruction and $11.9 million for
student services and athletics.
Student Government Association President Scott Ellison,
who serves as the student representative on the Board of
Regents, thanked the administrators for taking the time to
share the information openly.
"I know it's not an easy.
topic to talk about," he said.
"I appreciate the student
turnout, but I wish more students were here to hear it.Ellison asked Dunn what it
will take for colleges to dip
into students' pockets less,
adding that eventually the rising costs are going to he too
much to bear.
Dunn said Murray State isn't
alone with trying to keep college affordable while receiving less money from the state.
"Scott, I sat in a ballroom
full of presidents, and they
were asking the same questions," Dunn said about a meeting he attended recently in
Washington, D.C.
Many of the comments at
the forum focused on the room
rates, which Robertson said are
projected to increase 12.5 percent. or $169 per semester
more for a double-occupancy
room and $271 more for a
private room.

But students who live in
the new Clark College, which
is expected to be completed
this summer, will pay $500
more each semester to help
cover bond payments.
The proposed dining fees
are 3 percent more than this
year. Depending on the meal
plan, students will pay between
$25 and $41 more.
Additional plans for commuter students also will be
available for the first time.
Robertson said the reason
for the room rate increase
include a debt service totaling
more than $2.26 million, minimum wage increases for student staft worth $1360/0, an
additional $60,000 for benefits
for resident advisers, a 9 percent increase in utilities.
$50.000 more for maintenance
of the facilities and $100,000
in capital upgrades.
Then Robertson outlined
why Clark resident will pay
more: The new facility will have
all new furniture, individual
heating/cooling systems, wireless Internet access, suites with
two people sharing a bathroom
or four people who have private baths and a common living area, and meeting rooms
for additional programs.
"It was felt that those who
get the benefits of the new
facility should pay a little
more," Robertson said, adding
that some of the bond pay-

ments will come from the cam,
puswide housing increase. ".„ •
It's spread out some. The $500
in of itself won't pay all the.bonds."
One current Clark College
resident said the additional cost
is a burden to students have
endured living conditions in
the campus' oldest dorm. She
said if the administration is
going to have differential housing rates that fees should be.
less for those in the oldest
dorms then gradually higher
for those like Regents and White
that have been renovated.
"What's driving this isn't trying to stick it to folks who
want to live' in the new residential college. There are debt.
service payments. We borrowed
this money," Dunn said about
new Clark's additional price,
"... Everyone will want to be
in Clark because it is going
to be a state-of-the-art faciliRobertson said current Clark
residents will be given first
priority in the new building
so that residential community
can stay in tact.
Students during the forum
raised other concerns beyond
the tuition and budget situation. The lack of parking near
the residential colleges and the
lengthy process to get a problem repaired were discussed.
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Its time lot

Miss Spring

2007
Continuing a 33-year tradition,
the Murray Ledger & Times is excited to begin
the selection process of Miss Spring 2007.
Senior girls from Murray & Calloway County
Schools who would like to be considered for
the honor must meet the following criteria:

• Senior girl from Murray High
or Calloway County High
• Current GPA of 3.0 or above
• Demonstrated leadership in both school
& community activities
• Submission of essay & photos
• Individual interview process (for finalists only)
Please see your principalfor application
packets detail or more information.
All information must be submitted to your principal
no later than Noon on Friday, March 2, 2007.

LEDGER &TIMES
PO. Box 1040 • 1001 Vs hitnell

AN enue • Murray, Kentucky

42071

270.753.1916 • Fax: 270.75 4 1927 • e-mail: ads@murrayledger.com

AP

Shelves at Marvin's Food Stores in Independence, Kan.. are bare of Peter Pan peanut butter
Friday after ConAgra Foods, the manufacturer of Peter Pan, issued a recall bcause of possible salmonella contamination

•Salmonella cases ...
From Front
asked to return any of the
merchandise to the store.
"We've got some off the
shelves and we've had people
bringing it in all day (ThursHigginson
day) and iFriday
said.
Higginsim said Food Giant
is holding the cans bought on
the site until they can be picked
up and dealt with properlyhs
the company. About 10 or more
jars had been returned to the
store by customers as of Friday afternoon.
A manager at Murray's
Kroger store declined any comment on how the store is dealing with the recall and referred
all comment to the corporate
office. According to a news
release, all Peter Pan peanut
butter products have been
removed from Kroger stores
in Murray and elsewhere.
"We have notified our stores
to remove all Peter Pan peanut
butter products from shelves,
in accordance with the recall
issued by ConAgra and the
FDA," the release states. "Customers who have questions
about previously purchased
products should contact ConAgra's consumer hotline at I 866-344-6970. ConAgra has
requested that consumers discard the product immediately."
Officials at Murray's WalMart store also made no comment concerning the recall Friday: but referred all calls to
1-800-925-6278. The Murray
Ledger & Times was unable
to contact anyone concerning
the recall through use of the
number; however a notice concerning the recall is posted on

the corporation's Web site at
walmartstores.com.
.
A Save-A-Lot spokesman
told the Murray Ledger &
limes that the store does not
sell Peter Pan and would not
be involved in the recall.
Medical officials in Murray
arid Calloway County are looking for symptoms of the infection from complaining patients.
However Linda Cavitt, site
manager for the Calloway
County Health Center, said
although there have been
reports from doctors of salmonella poisoning in Calloway
County, that a link to the tainted peanut butter has not been
confirmed.
"Actually I'm not aware of
the peanut butter linkage, but
yes we have had some reports
ot. salmonella.- she said. "We
have had some calls from people for assistance and we have
referred them to their doctors
office so they can get a diagnosis.Cavitt said those that complain of some of the symptoms of salmonella poisoning
need to be sure of their condition by visiting a doctor.
"Just because you have diarrhea and vomiting does not
mean you have salmonella," she
said.
Sharon Goclec. nursing
director for the Purchase District Health Department in Mayfield, also said two confirmed
reports of salmonella have been
reported in Calloway County
and another in Marshall County.
According to a Courier'
Journal report Friday, there
have been nine cases of salmonella poisoning reported in
Kentucky. Two cases have also

been reported in Jefferson
County and one case has been
reported so far in Kenton,
Greenup, Meade and Warren
counties. Indiana medical officials have reported 13 cases
since December.
It is not know how the
germ got into the product,
according to an Associated
Press report, because peanuts
are usually heated to high temperatures during the manufacturing process to kill any germs.
CDC officials said the contamination may have been
caused by dirty jars or equipment.
"We think we have very
strong evidence that this was
the brand of peanut butter.
Now it goes to the next step
of going to the place where
the peanut butter was made
and focusing in on the testing." said Dr. Mike Lynch, a
CDC epidemiologist, told the
Associated Press.
How many of the jars have
been affected is also not known;
however the Georgia plant is
the sole producer of the nationally-distributed Peter Pan brand.
The recall covers all peanut butter — smooth and chunky alike
— produced by the plant since
May 2006.
The highest number of cases
of salmonella poisoning were
reported in New York. Pennsylvania, Virginia, Tennessee
and Missouri. About 20 percent of. all the ill were hospitalized. There were no deaths.
according to the report. About
85 percent of people infected
said they ate the peanut butter, and about 25 percent of
those said they ate it at least
once per day.
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Mrs. Rosebud George, 88, Johnson Boulevard, Murray, died
Friday, Feb. 16, 2007, at 7:50 a.m. at Spring Creek Health
Care.
•She was retired owner of Murray Hatchery/George Egg Co..
and Kelly Pest Control. She was a member of First United
Methodist Church.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Clyde George,
her second husband, Elroy Sykes, one sister, Dorothy Hale,
two brothers, Sam Kelley and James Lewis Kelley, and her
stepmother, Lucille Kelley. Born Feb. 1, 1919, in Marshall
County, she was the daughter of the late R.E. Kelley and Effie
Malcomb Kelley.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Sheila Maury and
husband, Bob, Denver, Colo., and Mrs. Jennifer Crouse and
husband, Billy Dan, Murray; one son, Dick George, Elizabeth,
N.C.; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Mireva Gail Blair and husband,"
Ron, Knoxville, Tenn.; one stepson, Keith Sykes, Memphis,
Tenn.; five grandchildren, Justin Crouse, Christian Crouse. Jeremi Ferlin, Matthew Jordy and Julie George; six great-grandchildren, Braxton and Caison Crouse, Jesslee and Dominique
Ferlin, and Max and Jack Jordy.
A graveside service will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Murray
Memorial Gardens. Rev. Richard Smith will officiate. Visitation
will be at Imes-Miller Funeral Home after 5 p.m. Monday.

Mark Ramsey
The funeral for Mark Ramsey will be today (Saturday) at
I p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. David
Smith and Daniel Walker will officiate. Eddie Ramsey will be
soloist and Mason Thompson will lead congregational singing.
Nephews will serve as active and honorary pallbearers. Burial will follow in the Brooks Chapel Cemetery, Dexter.
Visitation is now at the funeral home. Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Heart Association, Ohio Valley Affiliate, Kentucky Region, 333 Guthrie St., Suite 207.
Louisville, Ky., 40202.
Mr. Ramsey. 69, Roosevelt Road, Dexter. died Wednesday.
Feb. 14, 2007, at 6:02 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He was an employee of the Murray Division of the Tappan
Company for 27 years before the plant closed in 1980. He
later retired in 2000 from the facility management department
at Murray State University. He was a member of Hardin Church
of Christ.
Born May 26, 1937, in Calloway County, he was the son
of the late John Ramsey and Nellie Mae Jones Ramsey Also

preceding him in death were one sister, Donna Downing, April
6, 2000, and three brothers, Ewin Ramsey, Rex Ramsey and
John C. Ramsey.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Emma Holland Ramsey. to
whom he was married in 1962 in Marshall County; two sons,
Jeffrey Ramsey, Indianapolis, Ind., and Joey Ramsey, Dexter;
one grandchild, Tristan Ramsey, Dexter; three sisters, Mrs. Nell
Wilson and husband, Joe, Benton, and Mrs. Mary Jo Mitchell
and husband, Tommy, and Mrs. Julia Washburn and husband.
Wayne, all of Hardin; one brother, Charles Ramsey and wife,
Adell, Indianapolis; 31 nieces and nephews; several great-nieces
and great-nephews.
Clay W. Johnston
The funeral for Clay W. Johnston will be today (Saturday)
at I p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev.
Robert Saywell will officiate. Burial will follow in the Edwards
Cemetery, Benton.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Johnston. 92, Main Street, Benton, died Thursday. Feb.
15, 2007, at 1:22 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital.
A retired sheet metal worker for ICG Railroad Shop, he was
a member of Railroad Sheet Metal Union and Oak Valley
Church of Christ. He was an Arrriy veteran of World War II.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Albert Johnston
and Lizzie Peck Johnston, and one sister, Mattie Jo Hill.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Novelee Henson Johnston:
two daughters. Mrs. Anna Johnston Thom, Olive community.
and Mrs. Annas Johnston Paxton, Paducah; two sisters, Mrs.
Rose Harper, Sharpe community. and Mrs. Cosette Hill, Mayfield; one brother, Louis Johnston, Calvert City; four grandchildren: four great-grandchildren.

Ross B. Smith
Ross B. Smith, 94, of South 15th Street, Murray. died at
5:30 a.m Thursday, Feb. 15 at Murray Calloway County Hospital.
.
Born March IS. 1912 in Murray. Smith was
the son of Charlie and Ella Bushart Smith, who
preceded him in death. He was a U.S. Army veteran, a farmer, and a member of Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
He was also preceded in death by his wife,
Anne E. Dinkel Smith, who died Oct. 22, 2002. The couple
had been married Aug. 7, 1945. He was preceded in death by
one daughter. Wanda Wagner; four sisters, Odell Barnett, Marie
Parrish. Ruth Rhoades and Katie Joseph: two brothers. Walter

IIM

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)Horse racing's biggest da ,.
might be getting the royal treatment.
Queen Elizabeth II of England could be coming to the
Kentucky Derby.
The U.S. Secret Service is
preparing for a -probable.visit from the queen around the first
weekend in May. The Derby
will be held on Saturday, May
5.
"Our expectation is that the
queen will be in the commonwealth," said special agent Paul
Johnson in the Secret Service's
Louisville office. "A lot of her
itinerary is very sketchy. Were
in the preliminary stages."
The British government has
already announced the Queen
and the Duke of Edinburgh
are planning to visit the U.S.
in May to mark the 400th
anniversary of the settlement
of Jamestown, Va., but would
not elaborate on her itinerary.
"We're of course aware of
the speculation regarding the
Queen's visit," a spokesman
for the Royal Palace said FriAP
day. on condition of anonymi- Britain's Queen Elizabeth II, center, looks at stallions at Lane's End Farm in Kentucky in this
ty in line with palace policy. May 24, 1991, photo. The Queen is accompanied by Lord Porchester, rear, Sarah Fansh, right,
"These things take a little while and Will Farish, left, behind the horse. Queen Elizabeth II might attend the Kentucky Derby this
to finalize."
year. The U.S. Secret Service is preparing for a "probable" visit from the queen around the first
Churchill Downs spokesman
weekend
in May. The Derby is Saturday. May 5.
track
is
John Asher said the
"aware of the possibility- of 1989 and 1991. but has never the Derby this year. Vaira VikeKentucky has been visited
a visit by the queen. but would attended the Derby according Freiberga. the president of by royalty in recent years.
not confirm whether she will to Asher.
Latvia. may also be attending. Great Britain's Princess Anne
attend the Derby.
The queen wouldn't be the visited Lexington in 2003 for
British royalty has attended
Jodi Whitaker, a spokes- the Derby in the past: Princess only.. foreign dignitary to corn- the opening of the Kentucky
woman for Gov. Ernie Fletch- Margaret, sister of the queen. ing to see the fabled Run for Horse Park's exhibit "All the
er, said they have not been attended the 1974 Derby with the Roses. Vaira Vike-Freiber- Queen's Horses: The Role of
notified of a possible visit by her husband. Lord Snowdon.
ga, the president of Latvia. the Horse in British History."
Queen Elizabeth.
The queen wouldn't be the may also be attending this
The queen has visited Ken- only foreign dignitary to attend year's race
tucky four times, in 1984, 1986,

Smith and Cleatus Smith and one grandchild.
He is survived by one daughter, Wanita Sander of Murray
two sons, William Smith and his wife, Debra, of Topeka.
Kansas; Wayne Smith of Wichita, Kansas; and one sister, Babes
Cohoon, Murray. He is also survived by six grandchildren.
three great-grandchildren and several nieces and nephews.
Visitation has been set from 3 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Wednesday. Feb. 21, at Cline Funeral Home in Hays, Kansas. Funeral services are scheduled for 11 a.m. on Thursday, Feb. 22, at
the funeral home with burial to follow at St. Mary's Cemetery, Gorham, Kansas. There will be no local services or visitation.

Paid Obituary
Leonard Schindler Sr.
[he funeral for Leonard Schindler Sr. will be today, Saturday. Feb. 17, at 10 a.m. at St. Leo Catholic Church. Fr. Mike
Williams will officiate. Burial will follow in" the Hicks Cemetery. Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer Society. c/o Pat Latimer, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, Ky..
42071, or St. Leo Catholic Church, 401 N. 12th St., Murray.
Ky.. 42071.
Mr. Schindler, 84, Murray, died Thursday. Feb. IS. 2007, at
6:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A World Wat
11 veteran, he was a member of St. Leo Catholic Church and
was a dock foreman for Huber & Huber Trucking, Chicago.
Ill. Preceding him in death were his wife, Betty Irene Fostei
Schindler; one son, Robert Schindler; one grandson, Luke
Schindler; three sisters. Rita Schladant, Mary Rose and Decla
Reed; and one brother, Pete Schindler. Born Nov. 5, 1922, he
was the son of the late Clarence Schindler and Frances Rake
Schindler.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Marilyn Yunker, Fox
River Grove. Ill.; five sons. James Schindler and wife, JoArin.
Algonquin, Ill.. Thomas Schindler and wife. Susan, Houston.
Texas, Michael Schindler and wife. Bonnie, and Williare
Schindler, all of Murray, and Leonard Schindler Jr. and wife.
Halina. Rolling Meadow, Ill.; three sisters, Mrs. Aileen Willson and Mrs. Butsy Porter. both of Floyds Knob. Ind.. and
Mrs. Jane Rowan and husband. Dave, Borden. Ind.; daughterin-law. Mrs. Beverly Schindler. Phoenix, Ariz.; sister-in-law.
Mrs. Shirley Schindler, Homasasa. Fla.; special friend, Dianne
Whited. Murray: 12 grandchildren and seven great-grandchildren.

Poll backs Bush's
order to send more
troops to Iraq
WASHINGTON (AP) President Bush faces widespread opposition to the troop
buildup in Iraq, though he has
gained support over the past
month, an AP-Ipsos poll found.
The president has nudged
support for the troop increase
to 35 percent from 26 percent
in early January. Sixty-three
percent of those surveyed still
oppose the increase.
The increased support came
from some of flush's core supporters - Republicans, men,
whites, suburbanites and people with higher incomes.
House Democrats, responding to the public's unhappiness with the war, pushed a nonbinding resolution that criticized
Bush for the planned buildup.
Passage was expected Friday.
A majority of people in the
poll said the war was a hopeless cause and they did not
more troops would stabilize
Iraq.
Bush said this week that
members of the House "have

every right to express their opinion" on the resolution. But he
indicated he would fight hard
for the money needed to covet
the costs of the additional
troops.
Two-thirds of those questioned oppose cutting money lot
the troops and 6() percent are
against cutting money intended just for the additional troops
Nearly half of Democrats
oppose cutting money for the
additional troops and almost
two-thirds of those who know
someone who has served in
Iraq oppose that idea.
Democrats are considering
how to pressure Bush to scale
back military efforts in Iraq.
They are wary of the political
risks of cutting money, which
could invite charges that they
do not support the troops.
The poll .of 1,002 adults
was taken Monday through
Thursday and has a margin of
sampling error of plus or minus
3 percentage points.
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Principals suspended after voice mails hacked
GLASGOW. Ky. (AP) Two principals in a south-central Kentucky school system
have been suspended with pay
after voice mail messages from
their personal cell phones were
distnbuted around two schools.
Kelly Bell. principal of Glasgow High School. and Randy
Wilkinson, principal of Glasgow Middle School, have been
suspended while police and
school administrators look into
how the voice mail messages

got out,
"We were told that sonic
students hacked into an administrator's phone and circulated
some voice mail messages.said the school superintendent.
Fred Carter.
The Glasgow Police Department is working on a related
investigation involving charges
stemming from the possible
hacking of personal informalion from cell phones. Carter
said some of the voice mail

messages were supposed to be
funny. while others were of a
more romantic nature.
Bell was alerted about the
voice mails after someone
noticed students passing their
cell phones around in the student section at Glasgow's bas
ketball game on Fnday. Feb.
9. "They would pass the phone
arid then the!, would laugh."
Carter said.

CAGLE & BAILEY
ADULT HEALTH
Board Certified Family Nurse Practitioners
Providing carefor ages 12 and over

Providing services for:

Karen Bailey, ARNP

• Preventive Health Care
• Acute and Chronic Illness
• Women & Men's Health Screening
• Sports, School and DOT Physicals

Jennifer Cagle, AR

•Karen and Jennifer have over 25 years of combined experience caring
for patients in Murray, K.
LPN

• They are Board certified to treat patients and write prescriptions

itasantes Artist

270-2934859

NOW OPEN!
Walk-Ins Welcome

Adult
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Health

To schedule
appointments call:
270.753.4616

Medical Arts Building • Suite 109 East • 300 South 8th St.• Murray,KY
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A not-too-bad
generation
e noted last week that almost all Our &Well students
study mg the American West this January watched for a first
time I S western films we showed. For our part. we knew
almost [nine of the popular music pieces they enjoy the
most As for their references to their preferred movies 15.g.,
Napolei ii Dy
and technologies all of them carry'
instruments like 19th century cowboys carried guns). we conies, that we and they use in separate worlds.
Fhe -separate worlds- thesis was advanced f7 years ago
by famous anthropologist Margaret Mead.
In her Culture and Commitment. Mead
found young people are far inure -at
home- in the world than are older people
Young people. having know n no other
world, adapt more easily to what they find
surrounding them than do those 30- andolder. Indeed. oldei cuitens become aliens
in their own lands as they age. because
they are locked into habits and beliefs
e rapidly and
Sopthern trim' times that changed
radically than they.
Seen
Ultima'. Jefferson w as also entranced by
By Larry
the Generation Gap Ile felt that one genMcGehee
eration in Allier1C.1 is replaced by a new
Syndicated
I ne es cry 19 years or so, and he felt there
Columnist
prohably ought hi he a Constitutional ('onermon eyery 21) years simply. to let the
new generation reaffirm or rey ise its national loyalties. New
blood. to his thinking. reinvigorates public life. hut our successor generations hav e to he taught to study, think, debate
set-to:Ay, and -WM\ern tot themsekes the basic principles
ii 4.1% is priki: SC, and public duty
A minor portion
il America's populanearly hall
tion is under 2 years of age The majority of them at: thit
e%eri old enough to vote vet (1101 yet 21). but they will
become sirens shortly
Many of them are old enough to
light. and youngsters are the bulwark ol out armed hirces
And ,ill ol Mem, one %!..0 or anodic', al e old enough iii hg
risuinei
depends upon consumption oi
Nett'Lc,. tiansportation. and entertainment by
the y ming NItisit. and 111111 industries c ater to them. designerlahel
'thing companies target them. and the American uiuici s.il education `•\•'slow geared to them makes America special and unique and cult'.'. the endorsement and ins esunent
of almost ever. cmien it any age
Mire mrii'ne is spent
per child on the %own? iii America than any where eke in
the w odd
Keeping our c hildren up is an expensiye enterprise The
onsuniptic in our uhure celebrates and coaxes from the
young is ci isth I heir v chicle,. clothes. last-food choices,
entertainment ty
pods. computers. yell phones. mov
onseris. innkeis a and education do not c owe cheaply
p•if
‘ACHIlle tot their children. usually willingl
arid happily
nil incleasingly. 1110re and more y oungsters
hay:: tecoginied thai ieature -conitorts come with price lags
and haY c eructed the part t one labor markets themsely es
I he PRA IN iliu.igcot long haired Absalonp• sell destruc hug
o heir ban caught nm lw 11Ce 11111b`.1 ion 171411(111g to take
theli 1.11hc0. klilpiglins has receded in the public eye
!he students I ha% e WW1 leNed for Scholarships or taught m
•elhlhats Alike me as evceplionally affectionate and closely
knit into then- family Lam. Nhist of them are also involved
itt‘010111.11\ seri ill's
nu soi trips. rho'tt tutoring. buys and
I‘ ill

t!Ill Is

1I'll! CI.Sunoin%

111h,

Genet ally speaking. today s s.uiigsueu s are brighter, more
truss
leallef. hettei olgarnied. and better acclimated
to modern life than some III their redes essor generations
Not that the!. are stt
Mkt rlift.' as to lack sonic.
Linn. it few of them can writ'.' good I inglish, they lead
sorriew hat hedonistic uses w ithout real iiing how self-centered
atC their attention spans arc hmt abbres iated for then)
lusicim it'long .0.1111111h011ies 01 lead long hooks. they dis
aid relationships too flippantly. they speak in tongues liariii it the '.tutirigi. and they over-simpfily complex issues by
in skiing upon Hack-and-white. right-and-wrong values that
'tiler ii being cliches they lo.e by
Ruu. o‘et all. our heirs get good grades for caring. tor
L !cardiac... tor meeting deadlines. for lultilling
pri
showing signs that they are
the!. make. and It
willing to w restle with real-world problems as we pass on to
him the baton of the
race
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HOW WE FOCEEpIN
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Presidential Paradigms Past and Present
c iii ic luded my President's
Day column last yea' by
.dymr. -As we look back
through time .
we can
see that, on March 4. 1){61.
the American presidency
passed from probably its
worst to its best occupant
'meaning Buchanan and LtnYet, it was the same
sutini
constitutional office: only the
men were different. This
tells us the office is largely
what rts occupants make it.
host. its occupants seite their
opportunities and run with
them determine much of
their greatness.today I would like to
take up where I left oft last
y ear and des clop this
oh
thought further
Not only were the men
different. so were their
isions or slew'. (il the
of lice, and these determined
how they conducted themselves in the office Political scientists Raymond Tatalt.% ich and Thomas Engeman have published a very
tine hook titled The Presidency and Political Science:
Two Hundred Years of Constitutional Debate (Johns
Hopkins C my ersity Press,
21103) in which they delineate three paradigms or models of the presidency which
they call the Hamiltonian,
the lettersoman. and the Progressis
The first oby niusly takes
its name from Alexander
Hamilton, one of the two
greatest Founding Fathers
who did not become president (the other being Benjamin Franklin 1. The second
is the legacy- of Thomas Jefferson, and the third conies
from -Theodore Roosevelt.
Woodrow Wilson. and
Franklin Roses eh. Here I
will call the third the Roose% elhan paradigm
Probably more than any
other single person. Hamilton
'.an he said to be the intellectual "father- or creator
of the Amencan Presidency
even though he himself
never held the office. The
office was created for and
modeled on the character of
Washington. Hamilton and
Washington were very close
personally, and Washington
likely would not have attended the Constitutional Convention had he not been persuaded to do so •by Hamilton. Moreover. Hamilton's
chief contribution to The
Federalist was his most eloquent and effective papers #
66 to 77 on the executive
branch in which he argued

t;I LST VOICE
By Dr. Winfield Rose
Political Science Professor, Murray State University
that the defining trait of the
chief executive as created by
Article II of the proposed
Constitution was energy
based on unity la single
rather than plural executive)
and sufficient duration (a
four-year term). sufficient
powers, and adequate WMpen.aiion.
Tataloy ich and tngeman
describe the Hamiltonian paradigm as ells i%ioning
strong presidency in a strong
hut Intuited national government. meaning that the president should provide strong
and effective leadership to a
government that guarded its
prerogatives and exercised its
enumerated and inherent
powers robustly while not
intruding on the powers
reserved to the states.
Jefferson and his followers
were obsessed with the fictitious notion that Washington.
H ani I ton and John Adams
were intent on reestablishing
an hereditary monarchy in
the United States. and making sure this did not happen
was the purpose of Jefferson's successful campaign for
the presidency in IM).
Having come to power, and
aided by the convenient
deaths of Washington and
Hamilton, they dud much in
the ensuing years to dismantle the sound executive foundations laid by their predecessors
Their vision was a weak
presidency in a weak national government, meaning_ that
what national leadership there
was should conic from Congress, not the President, and
that the primary centers of
government should be the
"sovereign- states. The
president was to be a sort of
national executive secretary
or "city manager- and. with
the major exception of Lincoln and a few minor exceptions here and there, this
view of the Presidency dominated the 19th century..
They,favored a weak military' and interpreted the Constitution very narrowly.
opposing a national bank and
Henry Clay's American Plan
for internal improvements.
This paradigm produced our
country's weakest presidents.
The last third of the 19th
century was a time of great
change and the city of
Washington thought a major
earthquake had been followed

by a terrible hurricane after
Theodore Roosevelt had been
in office for a while. The
New York cowboy was in
the White House and things
never were the same.
Severe economic and
social- problems of national
scope had developed due to
industrialization and immigration and Teddy vigorously
led the Congress and the
country in addressing them,
thereby becoming the "first
modern" president. He also
was the first president to
play a role in international
politics and won the Nobel
Peace Prize for his efforts in
ending the Russo-Japanese
War.
His presidency went
beyond Harniltonianism
because it provided the transition to the Progressive or
Rooseveltian paradigm, a
strong presidency in an
unlimited national government.
This process was
aided by Woodrow Wilson
and World War I, but then
the country lapsed back into
the Jeffersonian mode under
Harding. Coolidge, and
Hoover.
Herbert Hoover was a
good and intelligent man
who was blindsided by bad
luck with which he could
not cope and, with 25 percent of the labor force
unemployed in 1932. "prosperity is just around the corner" was not good enough.
I-DR, whose image of the
Presidency was himself in
office, defined the Rooseveltian paradigm and redefined
the Presidency for 50 years.
The national or "federal"
government became the primary government in the
United States and the chief
executive was the primary
force in that government.
with Congress and the states
decidedly secondary. This
view was dominant among
the intelligentsia and media
elites and presidents such as
Eisenhower who did not
meet this standard were seen
as decidedly substandard.
But four not so funny
things happened on the way
to the 21st century: the presidencies of Lyndon Johnson
and Richard Nixon, and the
Vietnam War and Watergate.
This was when Prof. Arthur
Schlesinger, Jr. coined the
term "imperial presidency."
It was discovered that Roo-

seveltian presidents could be
bad presidents who pursued
bad policies and did bad
things. No one had thought
of this before, and this discovery required a major
reevaluation of conventional
wisdom. A result was a
major reaction against executive authority in which Congress reasserted itself and
has held its own very effectively against the executive
branch ever since.
A casualty of this Congressional reassertion and
reaction against executive
authority was the presidency
of Jimmy Carter. The country was ready for the scope
of the presidency to be
scaled back but not quite
that far. With five successive tragic presidencies, the
question whether a successful
presidency was possible came
to be asked.
Though not without his
shortcomings, President
Ronald Reagan reinstalled the
Hamiltonian vision of the
presidency in the White
House and proved once
again that a successful presidency is indeed possible.
He had a Republican Senate
the first six of his eight
years in office but he never
did have a Republican
House, yet major legislation
(tax cuts, Social Security
refonrni was passed.
His greatest accomplishment, however, was not legislative, nor was it in foreign
policy, even though he
helped significantly to end
the Cold War. His greatest
accomplishment was in
showing that, with the right
combination of vision, skills
and instincts, the presidency
can not only work but that
it can work well. That is
important. And, whatever
we may think of any or all
of Reagan's successors, they
have done so as well.
Today the Jeffersonian
paradigm stands discredited
and discarded but the Hamiltonian and Rooseveltian paradigms remain in competition
with one another, with conservatives and Republicans
generally favoring the Hamiltonian and liberals and
Democrats the Rooseveltian,
more or less.
Winfield H. Rose received
his Ph.D. in political science
from Duke University and
has been a political science
professor at Murray State
University for the past 28
years.
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LISA SATTERWHITE/Chamber photo

The Murray Bank 06s- ied its annual Business After Hours during the MSU game Wednesday
.night. Many Chamber members and bank friends joined at the RSEC to visit and enjoy MSU
-catering. The bank offered free tickets to the game and President/CEO Ronnie Gibson was
awarded a game ball during half time.

LISA SATTERWHITE/Char,

photo

Dr. Steve Farmer and Dr. Brad Robertson recently moved their dental practices to Northpointe
Business Park located on Hwy. 121 Bypass. These dentists are accepting new patients and
offer emergency dentistry as well. Their center has new professional offices and plenty of parking. For availability or appointments contact Dr. Farmer or Dr. Robertson at 753-9479.

Annual Character Counts! Celebration March 10
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Did you know... The 4th Annual Character
Counts! Celebration is March 10 in the Curris Center from 9 a.m. to noon?
Last year's event attracted over
1.000 children and parents
and the Character Counts
Coalition is once again inviting businesses, organizations,
churches and governmental
agencies to set up free booths
at the celebration promoting
good character. "Character
Fusion 2007" is the theme
and organizations participatChamber ing can feel free to get creat
ative using the theme within
By Lisa
their booth activity. Reserve
Satterwhite
free booth space by contactMurray/Calloway ing Ginny Harper at 753-1452
County
or Catherine Lanier at 753Chamber of
4214.
Commerce
Coming Up Around

Town:
United Way Chair Auction presented by Murray Electric System. Murray Country Club,
Tonight, 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.

Murray Civic Music Association presents Scott
Conklin, Violinist. Lovett Aud., MSU. Feb. 18.
2:30 p.m.
American Red Cross Lifeguard Training:
Feb. 22 - Mar. 1; Lifeguard Re-certification:
Feb. 18, 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.; CPR tor the Pro
Rescuer Re-certification: Feb. 18. I- 4 p.m..
other sessions to follow. call 753-1421 to register.
Dr. Marvin Mills Human Rights/Community Breakfast, Curris Center, Feb. 19. 8:30 ant.
Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, Carson Four Rivers Art Center. Feb. 2(1
- 21, 7:30 p.m.
Miss Julie by August Strindberg. Actor's
Studio Theatre. Wilson Hall. MStr, Room 3111
B. Feb. 22 - 24 and Mar. 1 - 3, 7:30 p.m.
WKNIS 91.3 FM presents Meridian with Dr.
Randy Dunn. Feb. 22. noon. e-mail questions
for Dr. Dunn to wkms@murraystate.edu or call
1-800-599-4737 during the program.
MSU Lady Racers Basketball vs. Tennessee
Tech, RSEC, Feb. 22, 5:15 p.m.
MSU Racers Basketball vs. 'Tennessee 'Tech.
RSEC, Feb. 22. 7:30 p.m.
MSU Rodeo Team Roping and Barrel Racing. Cherry Ag Expo Center. Feb. 23, 6 p.m.;

Feb. 24. 8 a.m. and 1 p.m.; Feb. 25. 2 p.m.. micro chipping pets, Carmen Pavilion. College
tree admission.
Farm Road, Mar. 10. 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
One Flew Over the Cuckoos Nest, PlayMake A Difference Day, Stewart Stadium.
house in the Park, Thurs., - Sun.. through Feb. Mar. 24, 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
25. visit www.playhouseinthepark.net or call
Tracy Lawrence in Concert. Lovett Audito759-2199 for tickets.
rium, Mar. 28, 7 p.m., Tickets 510 - 515 $8
Withers Broadcasting presents "Savor Spring" per ticket benefits the Amencan Cancer SociTaste of Home Cooking School, Harrah's Metrop- ety Relay for Life of Murray-Calloway ('ounolis Hotel, Mar. 1. doors open - 3 p.m.; show ty). call 1-877-894-4474 or visit v. wv..ticketstarts - 6:30 p.m., 510 tickets.
master.com.
Intercollegiate Horse Show. Cherry Ag Expo
Knights of Columbus Bingo. K of C Hall.
Center. Mar. 3 - 4. 9 a.m., free admission.
332 Squire Rd., every Tuesday. 6:30 p.m.
Jesse Stuart Writing Symposium featuring Business After Hours/Ribbon
author Ed Sanders. Freed Curd Auditorium.. 1 Cuttings:
& T Center, MSU, Mar. 8, "The Writer and
Heritage Bank, 210 North 12th St.. Feb. 22.
Social Activism" panel discussion - 3:30 p.m.; 4 - 6 p.m. (business after hours/open house I.
Sanders reading - 7:30 p.m., free.
5 p.m. (ribbon cutting).
Murray Civic Music Association presents
The Frap House. 214 North 15th St.. Mar
The David Johnson Chorus. Lovett Auditori- I. 11 a.m. (ribbon cutting).
um. Mar. 9, 2:30 p.m.
The KY Voice. 405 South l.P Miller. Feb.
The Four Tops & The Temptations, Carson 8. 11 a.m. (ribbon cutting).
Four Rivers Arts Center. Mar. 10, 7:30 p.m.
For more information on becoming a memCharacter Counts Celebration, 'Character ber of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
Counts Fusion 2(X17, Curtis Center, Mar. 10, of Commerce or hosting a Chamber event con9 am. - noon.
tact Tab Brockman or Lisa Satterwhite at 753MSU Animal Health Technology/Pre-vet 5171.
Club Doggie Day Spa with Humane Society
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Murray's Chastain earns 1
Million Mile Safe Driver award
-JACKSONVILLE, Fla. —
Landstar System, Inc., a safety-first non-asset-based provider
of transportation and logistics
services, has recognized John
Chastain of Murray as a 1
Million Mile Safe Driver. Chastain has driven 1 million consecutive miles without a preventable accident.
Chastain is one of 81 men
and women who make up the
2006 class of Landstar Million Mile Safe Drivers recently honored at an awards banquet in Jacksonville for their
outstanding safety records and
professionalism behind the
wheel. Landstar's 2006 class
of honorees consists of 71 business capacity owners (BC0s)
who were recognized as Million Mile Safe Drivers and 10

John Chastain
BCOs recognized as 2 Million
Mile Safe Drivers. (BCO is
Landstar's term for the inde-

Market America Director Haskins
to visit Murray,speak next week
Cullen Haskins. director of Market America, a product brokerage company, will visit Murray. Feb. 19-24, to speak at
Murray State University.
Haskins will speak to students Tuesday on the fundamentals
of business management, and then will give a business presentation at 7 p.m. Thursday. hosted by local executive coordinator Dr. Valerie Fredrick.
The session is free and open to the public. Please call (270)
436-5916 to reserve seating.

-Nobody cavi protect your

HOMEany better than we can!

pendent contractors who provide the company with transportation capacity under exclusive lease arrangements.)
"John is a prime example
of the driving skills, discipline.
commitment and focus on safety that Landstar business capacity owners display every day,"
said Landstar President and
CEO Henry Gerkens. "Murray
should be very proud of him."
On average. it takes a truck
operator 10 years to travel a
million miles. The distance
would take the typical driver
of a passenger vehicle 67 years
to complete.
In his spare time. Chastain,
who has been married for 10
years, enjoys water skiing and
1967
driving his classic
Camaro.

Photo provided

REALTOR IN THE HOUSE: Pictured are State Rep. Melvin Henley (R-Murray) and wife Rita
Henley with Realtor John Paul Nix of Murray in the House Chamber. Mr. Nix was in Frankfort
for the Kentucky Realtor's Legislative Reception.
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Look to us for quality Homeowners Insurance, including
Renters and Condominium Package Plans. We feature very
attractive rates, discounts, and valuable additional items such
as Inflation Protection. Call us today.

McNutt Insurance
118 South 5th St.• Murray • 753-4451
Westaide • Court Square

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Your best insurance
is a good agent.
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901 Sycamore Street, Murray

503 Stone Ridge Lane
Located on a cul-de-sac, this well maintained 3 bedroom. 2 bath home is an absolute must see. Vaulted
ceilings, ceramic tile flooring and abundant storage
make this quaint home a rare find in Murray. Priced
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STUDENTS OF MONTH: Calloway County Middle School
sixth grade students of month are Lee Ann On, Simon
Mtkulcik, Andie Gibson, Austin Duncan, Haley Rogers and
Reece Warn These students were chosen because of outstanding character, work habits, behavior and cooperation
with their peers and teachers
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Abby Kelly, a senior at Calloway County High School.
has been selected as an AllAmerican Scholar by the United States Achievement Academy. She was nominated by
Valid.' Elliott. teacher.
Kelly has also been awarded the USAA National Science Merit award for which
she was nominated by Beth
Moreland, teacher_
ller biography will appear
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Pictured is Walter Bradtke, a church member, as he prepared
for last year's Shrove Tuesday Pancake Supper.

Shrove Tuesday Pancake
Supper is scheduled
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Camp Coast Care,
orgamiation in Long Beach,
Miss . that is dedicated to
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by Hurricane Katrina
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Sea, a junior majoring in
accounting. had a 4.0 average
for the semester. She is a graduate of Murray High School.
Her parents are Rob and
Debbie Seas of Murray and
her grandmothers are Virginia
Chesser and Meha Young. both
of Murrav
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Murray schools in session Monday
The schools in the Murray Independent School District will
be in session Monday to make-up a snow day.

Little League Soccer sign-up Monday
Calloway County Soccer Foundation will have a Little League
soccer sign-up Monday from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the commons area (front of the school). This is for grades kindergarten
to fifth grade. Participants will receive a T-shin, team photo
and individual photo. For more information call Kim Phillips.
Jennifer Duncan or Sally Hopkins.

Four Rivers group will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. This is open to all musicians
and listeners. For more information contact Velvaleen at 7536979.

CCHS Diamond Club will meet
Calloway County High School Diamond Club will meet
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway. County Chamber of
Commerce. All members and interested parties are invited.

New Beginnings will meet tonight
New Beginning support group will meet tonight at 6:30 in
room 112 of Westside Baptist Church. A potluck meal will be
served, followed by a program of vocal, guitar and harmonica music by Dan Walker who will also give a personal testimony to God's work in his life. Patricia Falcon will complete
her final session in the senes. "The Ten Stupid Things Thai
Chnstians Do to Mess Up Their Lives.- Child care is available by calling Ron and Linda Wright at 753-0156. The public is invited.
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The total entry fee for baseball and softball by the Murray
Youth Sports Association is $55 instead of the amount listed
in the release submitted for publication. Sign-ups are being
held today from 4 to 7 p.m. outside the north entrance of
Murray Wal-Mart. For information call 762-0325 or 809-6858.
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Death of a Parent Support Group will meet Monday at 7
p.m. This is a support group for people who have lost one or
both parents due to death and to help each other through the
hard times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 7537129.

Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday at 11:30 a.m. at August Moon for lunch. Later the group
will visit the Merryman House and Need Line.
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Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet Tuesday at II a.m. at The Big Apple. For
more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

Murray Lodge No, 105 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Hall on Ky. 124
North and Robertson Road North,
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Calloway County School District Joint Based Decision Making Council will meet Monday at 6 p.m. in the media center
at Calloway County High School. All interested persons are
invited.
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District SBDM to meet Monday

Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making
Council will meet Monday at 4:30 p.m. in the media center.
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Calloway County Little League Wrestling sign-ups for kindergarten through sixth grade will be Monday from 4 to 6 p.m.
and Tuesday from 4 to 5:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Day
Treatment Center on College Farm Road. Practice will start
Feb. 22. The sign-up fee is $30. For information call 4928956.
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Wrestling sign-ups scheduled

Murray Band Boosters will meet Monday at 7 p.m. in the
band room at Murray High School. An executive meeting will
start at 6 p.m.
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Free tax help from AARP tax counselors will be available for taxpayers with
low and middle income, with special attention to those age 60 and older. This will
be available each Wednesday through February and March from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Center's computer lab, located at 607 Poplar
St.
This is on a first-come, first-served basis.
Please bring the following with you when
Jo's
Datebook you come: Current year's tax forms and
By Jo BUrkeeil preparation booklet; copy of last year's
income tax return(s); W-2 forms from each
Community
employer; unemployment compensation
Editor
statements; SSA-1099; all 1099 forms ;
1099-R form; all receipts or canceled checks if itemizing
deductions; and social security cards or other official documentation for yourself and all dependents.
For more information call Teri Cobb at the center at
753-0929.

Brandon Riley

Playhouse in the Park plans auditions

Murray's Playhouse in the Park will have auditions for the
second main stage show of the 2(X)7 season, "Into the Woods"
by Stephen Sondhelm and James Lapine on Monday and TuesMvcia Watkins &
day from 6 to 9 p.m. Seven men and 12 women, from age
Stephen Janow
14 to adult, are needed to cast this vocally challenging musical. Prospective performers will learn a song from the show,
Allison Carman SE
sing a song of their own choosing, and perform scenes from
Shane Mize
the play. No experience is necessary."Into the Woods" will run
April 19-29 at the Playhouse in the Park. For more information visit playhouseinthepark.net.
e) re44
9
"
(1
Kela Craig iSr
Trent Travis

The Start For TIsii Moats Gift"
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Soccer assessments planned
Soccer assessments for U16/17 United team(%) will be Sunday from 2 to 3 p.m. at Bee Creek soccer complex and a registration fee of $55 will also be collected for KYSA/MCCSA.
For more information contact Marshall Ward at 767-0395 or
ward@newwavecomm.net.
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Anglers need to dress right for cold
Most of last week was cloudy
and cold.
This combination is tough
to handle, unless you dress properly. You need the full set of
thermal socks, insulated boots,
pants, coats with hoods and
gloves.
In fact, one should take with
them several pairs of gloves
to be safe.
Those hands
and fingers
are usually
the first ones
to get gold.
The
winds were
tough early
last Saturday, but they
Fishing
soon
subsided to a
Line
gentle
By Jerry
breeze. The
Maupin
sunshine
Outdoors
was magnificent!
Columnist
Most
anglers found the bites slow
in the morning, but the bite
was on in the afternoon! The
crappie are hungry and want
to keep that body fat built up
for insulation.
There had been a good week
of current, and the activity was
slow during the stronger waters.
Crappie just don't seem to
enjoy being in a strong current. Most anglers who were
successful found their fish
between 18 ands 25 feet. They
were located in brushpiles, treetops and PVC attractors.
As most of you know, the
crappie seek out a structure if
one is available. They -tend to
stay close by so they can feed
on the other smaller fish, which
seek out these structures for
safety, as well as food.
There is many types of food
available. It seems as if the
food moves on the same schedule as the gamefish. Between
January and April, the young
fry of the white and yellow
stripers are on the move. The
warm stage of the mayfly is
abundant in these tangles of
limbs, bushes, wood, plastic,
PVC or even cement blocks.
The algae that grows on practically the entire bottom is food

Dianna Craig proudly poses
with her largest crappie of
the day while fishing with
her father Jim, her grandfather, Ev, and Jerry Maupin.
they are only two or three
weeks apart, but this seems to
be enough.
Hopefully, we will have good
water and weather conditions
so they can increase their numbers. So many anglers prefei
crappie over any other species.
It's amazing that the crappie
Amanda Lynch poses with two of the fish she caught
are able to survive.
while fishing wiith her brother, Tyler, and Ledger & Times
I'm sure that most of you
columnist Jerry Maupin.
attended a boat show somefor the worms. There, you have bly some shellcrackers will all time this winter, and I'm sure
the key. The food chain is be mixed together in this type that you used that opportunity
super important, so it would of environment, so don't pass to buy new tackle of all kinds.
It's normal to have at least a
pay some of you to learn how it up!
You know how the crappie couple dozen rods and reels,
it works!
The inquisitive angler should move onto the shallow flats and the same number of tackknow the food chain and how before spawning'? Well, they le boxes — all full, of course.
it works, and then they should have to follow the food chain. But you need something new
When it goes shallow, so do in order to bring home more
make it pay off!
fish in the coming year!
some
of
the
the
gamefish.
By opening
Try buying our wife or girlHopefully, we can have a
fishing you catch and examining their stomach contents, you good spring. The weather should friend a new rod and reel, or
will be able to identify the get warm early, and the crap- even a new tackle box. It
works!
food they are eating. This will pie should spawn early!
I would also like to sugThe black crappie will begin
enable you to select the same
type of attractor or cover where spawning before the white gest that each of you look at
species will. I guess it's because your life jackets and decide if
these were found.
As long as there are small they are so much alike, and they need to be replaced. They
fish, there will be food for the they use the same type of do come apart and tear during
the course of a year, so check
larger species. You should be banks and shorelines.
able to find two-inch stripers
I believe they are not meant them out and continue to be
in the stomachs of the larger to spawn together. it's one of safe. Have a great time on our
fish. The bluegill, green sun- those things that keeps the beautiful lakes!
Happy Fishing!
fish, yellow perch and proba- species separated. At times,

Jerry Maupin and Barbara Messina show off Messina's
35-pound, 39-inch drum that was caught on a crappie
jig. The ultra-light rod was loaded with 8-pound test line.

Tyler Lynch shows off a couple of stripers he caught
while fishing with his sister. Amanda. and outdoors guide
Jerry Maupin.

Guns are gone with the wind at Wal-Mart
The Wal-Mart Supercenter firearms sales in these stores
in Murray has stopped selling earlier this year. In stores where
guns.
there is sufficient demand, nothThe display cases are gone, ing will change. We will conand soon a big truck will pick tinue to evaluate our merchanup all the firearms stockpiled dise selection store-by-store to
make sure we remain relevant
in the back of the store.
to the majority of our cusEnd of an era?
tomers."
Hardly.
There. Doesn't that make you
It
was
never an era feel better? The management
at all — at at Walmart may be a lot of
least
not things, but they are hardly stuthe pid — especially when it comes
since
passing of to squeezing the profit out of
Sam Walton. a dollar.
Believe what you will, but
W a I Mart's offi- it wasn't due to the threat of
press lawsuits, liability, loss of popcial
release says: ularity in high-brow Wall Street
In The
"As a retail- circles, or even the meddling
er, we make of the Government.
Field
No, these guys would sellbusiness
By Kenny
decisions out their mothers for tidy profDarnell
every day on its — the highest form of praise
Outdoors
what prod- among big retailers. Wal-Mart
Columnist
ucts to offer is getting out of the gun busicus- ness because they simply canour
tomers based on customer not squeeze enough money out
demand. In order for each of of gun sales.
Sure, you can bet your
our stores to be a 'store of
the community' and offer mer- frizzen that they make a tidy
chandise that is relevant to that profit on the sale of guns —
specific community and cus- just not the kind of obscene
tomer base, we recently Made profit that they crave.
People tend to believe in
a business decision no longer
to offer firearms in approximate- the old "make it up on volume" routine, where a compaly 1,01;10 of our locations.
"We began phasing out ny that sells millions of widgets can get by on a much

Opmings For New Mots
Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Cali Now!

753-6069

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
AO nOurns fled Oechvnicolly

smaller percentage than a com- Mossberg and Charles Dal
pany that only sells thousands U.S. Repeating Arms, the parof widgets. But in the world ent company of Winchester,
of big-box retailers like Wal- took a bullet to the head while
Mart, that simply is not the playing roulette with the big
case.
store.
The more of something WalI like to think the whole
Mart sells, the more profit per :thing backfired on Wal-Mart.
unit they expect to receive. Controlling consumers is like
Retailers realize that competi- herding cats, and trying to contion sets the price in the retail trol individual manufacturers is
market so the big boys make hazardous at best since there
their money not by selling is only so much blood to be
cheaper, but by buying cheap- squeezed from a turnip before
er than anyone else. And believe the turnip goes away.
me. once you get to be as big
Manufacturers like Ruger
as Wal-Mart. you have a lot and Browning picked up their
of influence on the price of toys and went home. The
things you buy.
Beretta-Benelli-Franchi trio had
So Wal-Mart put the squeeze a little success with the botto the gun manufacturers to tom of their line, but soon
make more guns. make cheap- tired of being jerked around
er guns and sell them in box- by the Arkansas mafia.
car lots to the big store.
Once the "express- line of
They become their own dis- lower-priced guns hit the indetributors by buying guns direct- pendent distributors and retailly from the manufacturers elim- ers, consumers began to shop
inating the middle man not to for price and service outside
pass the savings on to the con- of the big-box store.
A huge factor is the agesumer, but so they could make
the distributor's share them- old practice of trading guns
selves.
— a service that mom and
The entire process hurt the pop stores provide that doesgun industry in some ways. n't fit at all with the big-box
and helped it in others. Wal- model.
There were always rumors
Mart paved the way for the
"express- line of no-frills that Wal-Mart sold "seconds"
firearms — a move that was from the gun manufacturers.
adopted by Remington and was hut there is little basis for such
tailor-made for companies like accusations.

Nevertheless. those wanting
to be assured of absolute quality tended to make their firearm
purchases from their local dealer instead of Wal-Mart.
The same thing is happening with the hunting gear selection that Wal-Mart still stocks.
In the Sam Walton days. WalMart strived to have everything a hunter would need, and
they kept a supply of the stuff
year around.
Now, the big store only
stocks a limited supply of goods
from one or two manufacturers, and will have the stuff off
the shelves long before the last
shot is fired in the particular
season. Each year, the selection gets smaller and the quality gets cheaper.
So the bottom line is that
Wal-Mart is neither opposed
to firearms and hunting. nor
are they out of touch with the
hunting community.
They simply are not going
to waste shelf space on something that returns a 5 to 10
percent profit on their money.
when they could he selling
paintball and exercise equipment with a much preferred
30 to 65-percent return.
There's no conspiracy with
the anti-gun crowd. No one
has scared them into changing
the way they do business, and
it most certainly isn't because

of some lofty ideals or moral
principles — a company doesn't get as hig.---tis VVal-Man
without having taken lofty idealism and moral principle out
behind the barn and shot them
in the head a long time ago.
There is some satisfaction,
however, in knowing that it
was the hunting segment of
the population that Wal-Mart
could not corral. While the big
store has driven every other
morn and pop business to the
brink of extinction and released
the nuclear option on the grocery business. stores that sell
and trade guns and hunting
merchandise have been able to
hang around.
When the last guns are
hauled away from Wal-Man,the
sporting goods world will see
the firearm distributors beating a path to their door to unload
the glut of overproduction.
One thing they won't see
this time is the gun racks at
Kmart. Sears. Western Auto.
Otasco. Big K. Roses. etc.
Before Wal-Mart came to town,
every hardware and discount
store in the country. sold guns
and ammunition.
The ironic pan is that while
Wal-Mart vanquished their
"brothers in arms", the local
mom and pop stores hung
around to see the sun rise on
a new day.
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THOROUGHBREDS PREVIEW

CCHS gets
two wins
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Radio: Froggy 103 7 FM, with
Neal Bradley 8 Dave Wonder
Probable Starting Lineups:
Murray State (13-13, 11-7
OVC): F-Shawn Witherspoon,
F-Marvin
106 ppg, 56 rpg
Williams. 49 ppg. 23 lig, 0Ray George, 8 6 ppg 2.5 rpg,
G-Ed Horton, 67 ppg, 34 apg:
G-Bruce Carter 133 ppg 57
rpg
Rider (14-12, 8-8 MAAC): FBarney Anderson, 2 1 ppg, 1 7
rpg. F-Jason Thompson. 20 0
ppg. 9.8 rpg G-Lamar Johnson.
6 7 ppg, 1 7 rpg G-Harris
Mansell 123 ppg 50 rpg, GTerrance Mouton 135 ppg. 42
apg

the night hitting 19-of-49
shots from the floor, including a 1-01-5 effort from 3point range. CCHS Was 24iii -40 trom the tree throw line
mid out-rebounded Hickman
44-24.
Calloway returns to the
court today, when it hosts
Union County at 4:10 p.m at
lettrey ;ymnasium.
Lakers 77,
Hickman Co. 41
Calloway County's boys'
squad completed the varsity
sweep
at
doubleheader
Hickman County by routing
the Falcons 77-41 in End:1y's
late contest.
l'he Laker!. 419-8) took
control of the game early on,
outscoring Hickman 110-14i
S-h in the first quarter before
sailing to the halftime break
with a 39-12 advantage. The
CCM lead ballooned to 5322 by the end of the third
quarter before being capped
al 16 points
Senior guard We, Perry
gase the Laker, an early
boost hs scoring 20 of his
garne-high 24 points on 7-0t9 shooting in the first halt
11‘..e,
. Adams hollowed Perry's
lead w ith I I points, while
trestunan forward Ty fell
Willis tallied 10
he rest ot the Calloway

Racers
step out
of OVC
to face
Rider
MCDONALD
DRAWS ON
EXPERIENCE
IN 4TH

11 See CALLOWAY 9A
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Murray High squads
earn sweep of Fulton
(-1taff Report
It I Hes.. ky
I he
l's'. and girls' basketball
!cams at Sturrav High School
,iiiibined lig a doUhleheadel
,(ALTI)ii hir).1 1 Ulion I •It). uutl
11(la). flight
111 hoN).' ..1•11011. Oh'

air earls
loc, I,. I til t,qi
downing the Bullklor. (utu
(ill to Intros e iii 11 12"in the
',Cason Wally( hilt:, the 1 ad%
I i gets blasted I. ulton in oils
Hay hs 71) 42 St.Orte
‘,1:11101 lotWard Crwss \nap
led the' Murras charge in the
hoys contest with I S points
1 Ile' I IK.Cf% queued a 12 s lead
altei one quarter ot Has
11e14 014: entering the kit ker
Worn at halftime down 27 25
11410.ke‘cl. !MIN took oser
the lead tor gigid hs uiUiss iii
mg the Bulldogs I Ill 1(1 Oki
t tom
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41 17

alts aniagc

heading into the
tinal eight minutes the
hgers capped the Sittig!. hs
matching 1 ulton s 2; point
igitput in the tourth 4,111after.
getting .1 s ot 6 is-rtigniante
the free
lonli hellileth Ii is C
threw !Inc trr thy 1tnal 1 Ut t to

sCal the v. in

Aaron Jones tr rIlr lurked Volt)
cc ith 11 points. while firwe
And Joe), Mohler tossed in 10
apiece Ciile hurt tallied
eight. .inil [hen Gibson and
Cases Parker Bell rounded
igrt the Moo With )(IX points
h
Die I igers knocked down
2 ; ot U's shots trout the flo.or
iii ruenight. including a 9-oh I 2 Olio from behind the 1Prim! arc MIAS was 15-of -27
thim the harity stripe
I Ii'.'iiWilliams paced the
1 ulton ("its ettort with a
game-high 20 points 'The
Bulldogs knocked down 25
iii41-i shot attempts tor the
game. including a I -ot-6
dli ii) trom 3-point range
1-C115 was 9-o1-17 trom the
ii util hire'
In girls' play. the I ady
figers had %CI) hide trouble
with the Lady Bulldogs, leading only 15- I .1 alter one quarter of play but extending to a
;1-1S advantage by the intermission
Murray (S-161 led 49-12
atter three periods ot play
See MURRAY. 9A
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Fast Meeting

LADN LAKERS, LAKERS
SWEEP HICKMAN CO.
Staff Report
(.1.1N1()N,
Ky
ssophoinoic tor v, aid Kay la
curiningliain led all scorers
!s oh IS points and narrowly
missed a digible-double with
?line
rebounds
as
the
'alloway
Lady
County
Akers
host
pounded
Ilit Ismail Counts hs 24 in
piep girls basketball action
ii Friday night
117 I Or
11w 1.rucl
!kid no trigihle with the Lady
I alt ore. is 12r. lumping out
L. a 17 ; lead alter one quar
?Yr 01 play hefore cruising
the halltune break with a
• ' c usliii in
e).1efhted it, lead
so 14 hs the end or the
quid period before closing
iii the citron. With 15-10
(iiline edge in the final eight
it i!lay
'Wiwi guard Sam Butts
'dossed r .miningliam's lead
iii 1 1 points .Xs cree
rl 1%1;02 her hr .1 game with
cat sity squad after being
loini the middle
hool Icc cl added 10
I ic.liihan tigv.ard hales
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MICHAEL DANN /Ledger file photo
Murray State baseball coach Rob McDonald, now in his fourth season, considers his first three
years as a collegiate head coach avaluable learning experience and something that will hopefullyhelp put the Thoroughbreds back in the OVC Tournament after missing it last season.
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
tatistically speaking. it's
been a tough three years for
Rob McDonald and the
Murray State baseball team
McDonald, who will officially
begin his fourth season as the
MS(' head coach when the
fhoroughbreds open at in-state
nsal Louis!. tile on Tuesday, has
compiled iust a 60-106 record
since taking oser the post trom
former coach Mike Thieke
Howes er, the former Union
also
County High School coach
a former assistant at the Unisersity
(il Memphis
considers his first
three seasons as a collegiate head
Load) to he ‘aluable learning
e xperiences
••[here's no citiC•41011 that I didn't have all the answers when I got
here.- said McDonald. "There's a

lot of things I think we've done
well, and there's a lot of things I
think we're learning to adjust to.
"Recruiting is one of the things
that jumps out. ... You've got to
target the ng,ht people. and you've
got to target high so you get guys
that are better than what you have.
I think our last two recruiting
classes are going to prove that
we're learning who the right fits
are i for Murray State)." he added.
McDonald hopes his recruiting
elhins start to pay some dividends
this season, as the 'Breds look to
rebound from a disappointing
2.006 campaign in which they
compiled a 1540 record and
missed the OW Tournament for
the second time in three seasons.
Murray's struggles were across
the board last spring. The club hit
Just .2711 as a team and was
outscored by nearly three runs per

game.
The 'Breds also struggled on
the mound, where they finished
with a 6.3(1 team earned-run average, and in the field, where they
committed nearly 30 more errors
than their opponents.
Despite the ugly numbers,
though. the Breds were very competitive in many games, losing 10
one-run outings, including 16 by
three runs or less.
That fact may be the most frustrating for McDonald.
*There's no question that last
year was disappointing in a lot of
ways.- he said. "What wasn't disappointing was the effort we got
from our guys.
"We just did not play well
enough to expect to have great
results. We've got to learn to put
things together. Very often last
•See 'BREDS,9A

Staff Report
There's still much to be
decided about the Murray
State Racers' fate as far as
the Ohio Valley Conference
race is concerned.
But the Racers will put
their quest for a top four
finish in the OVC siandings
on hold for one day to do
battle with Rider University
in an ESPN Bracket Buster
contest at Lawrenceville,
N.J.
The 6 p.m. CST
matchup
at
Alumni
Gymnasium on the Rider
campus will mark the firstever meeting between
Murray and the Broncs of
the Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference.
The Racers (13-13, 11-7
OVC) enter today's play
looking to bounce back
from a disappointing overtime loss to Tennessee State
in
OVC
play
on
Wednesday. MSU is currently in a tie with Samford
for fourth place in the conference standings with two
league games remaining —
Thursday at home against
Tennessee Tech and next
Saturday at TennesseeMartin.
Rider, meanwhile, is 1412 overall and 8-8 in
MAAC play, residing in
seventh place out of I()
schools.
The Broncs come into
Bracket Buster Saturday oft
a 95-73 conference loss to
Loyola
(Md.)
on
Wednesday night, which
broke a two-game winning
streak.
Despite their rather
pedestrian record, the
Broncs do feature some
offensive firepower on their
roster, led by forward Jason
Thompson. The 6-foot-10,
II See RACERS,9A

Graves tells inspirational
stories to Tiger student body
1976 N11-1S CRAM
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Wnter
Instead ot
al. a k.4.111111111ef
01 a senior trip. for (',raves
though' he would give his son,
lake. su uiuuething more personal
and sentimental for a graduation
rite•ctit
\Het scars ot telling his son
itsout his rotessional haseball
Areer t.t.oes ...ire and (laugh
1..1 got turd rut hearing %0111C ot
1 11C %AMC OW ‘10rICS

Like one
‘1r, 7 ru write

Dad V. hs
down so (hen
011 I tiger it
he said
(..%41 idea lint tor Graves.
rltu dea 'a is .111110%1 as far
-.ant

if

ATE TALKS ABOUT RECLNTLY PUBLISHED BOOK

tetvhed as his aspirations for
becoming a pro baseball player
A 1976 graduate of Murray
High School, Graves spent a
good portion of his younger
playing days getting cut at
almost every level Graves was
cut twice in Junior high school
and three year% at the high
school level He attended East
Tennessee State University and
was cut from the team there, as
well
But that didn't deter him
from belies mg he'd play professional baseball someday
"I really and truly helloed
that I'd he on a baseball card

• ....... • • • •

someday." Graves told the student body at Murray High
School on Friday
Well, sure enough, he played
And now he has written that
book
Graves was at his alma mater
to share stones from his book. "I
See Me In Your Eyes" lie
emphasized to students a strong
focus of perseverance and not
giving up on one's dream.
As Jake was getting close to
graduating from Dimon County
tTenn I High School, his father
decided the perfect gift would
he a book.
"I was trying to think of

something for a graduation present that would he a memorable
thing for him." Graves said.
"Then it dawned on me that I
could 'ante the book, and it
would make a great present."
His perseverance paid off
again
"I contacted a couple of publishers. and they said it would
take a year to do.- Graves continued. "But I needed it done in
six weeks. I had it written and
published two days before graduation."
Graves' book is a montage of
stones in which he recalls his
I See GRAVES,9A

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Joe Graves, a 1976 graduate of Murray High School, talks to
the-MHS student body on Friday about his book,1 See You In
My Eyes," which was written for Joe's son, Jake. It tells stories of Graves' years in professional baseball.
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TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) repeat in Saturday's game sive play of his interior players think we need to lose another.
— 'Ashby Smith watched against No. 25 Alabama.
Stole Awls
and contemplating lineup I'm not ready to feel that way
Insurance
Tennessee players keep slipping
The Crimson Tide's top scor- changes.
again, especially coming off the
inside for easy baskets, con- ers are the lanky 6-foot-10
'They beat us in the none and Florida loss."
Nobody can protect your AL/TO
founding his defenders in the Jertnareo Davidson, bulky for- got behind us and scored on us,"
any better than we can!
Hendrix, Davidson and Gee
post.
ward Richard Hendrix and 6-6 Smith said. 'They must have combined for 44 points, giving
211 S. 12th St• Murray, KY•753-3415
John
The result was a second slasher Alonzo Gee. Smith said had 22 or 23 layups and dunks Smith cause for concern in a
straight Kentucky loss on that trio's presence means on US.
KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCORES
game that will feature several of
Tuesday night and a perform- Kentucky
(18-7,
7-4
"A lot of it came from just the league's top post players.
Fnday's Scores
West Jessamine 63. Wayne Co 58
ance Smith figures his 20th- Southeastern Conference) might absolutely nonexistent post
Boys
Western Hills 74. WhrtetteklAca 56
Smith said he is considering
Adair Co 56, Russell Co. 54
Girls
ranked Wildcats cannot afford to have to concede some opportu- defense, trying to steal the ball." changing his lineup. That could
Bardstown 66, Fort Knox 51
Middlesboro 63, Cumberland 43
nities to outside shooters like
Like Kentucky, Alabama(18- mean going bigger by using
Beechwood 63, Calvary Christian 46
Adair Co 49 Russell Co 35
Belfry
70,
Allen
Central
57
Apollo 64, Warren Central 51
Ronald Steele and Mykal Riley. 7, 5-6) has dropped two straight seven-foot center Lukasz Obrzut
Bell Co. 88. Knox Central 50
Ballard Memorial 50, Carlisle Co 28
"That can create a real prob- games, and both played No. 1 and forward Sheray Thomas or
Bellevue 57. Villa Madonna 49
Bethlehem 48, Green Co 47 OT
lem if you have to send too Florida close.
Bethlehem 61. Green Co 54
smaller by using freshman guard
Bowling Green 48, Clinton Co 47 OT
Bowling
Green
68,
Clinton Co 53
Bracken Co 74, Williamstown 47
many people inside, which we'll
It sets the stage for a game Jodie Meeks.
From Page 8A
Boyd Co 58 Nitro, W Va 53
Breathitt Co 65. Estill Co 33
"We're looking at some difBreaMitt Co 59 Estill Co 58, OT
Buckhom 74, Oneida Baptist 57
playing days for the New York have to do because we haven't that could be a battle to remain
been playing very good post in the Top 25, where the Tide ferent things, but I haven't made
Buckhom 60. Jackson City 49
Build/ Central 55, North Oldham 36
Mets,
Montreal
Expos,
Caldwell Co 68. Trigg Co 52
Calloway Co 63. Hickman Co 24
defense," Smith said. "It's a has resided all season.
a decision yet," Smith said.
Philadelphia Phillies and New
Calloway Co 77, Hickman Co 41
Carroll Co 54 Trimble Co 30
double-edged
sword:
What
do
Alabama
blew
an
early
18"Our
smaller
lineup
has
been
Carlisle
Co
84,
Ballard
Memonal
54
Central Hardin 97. Bardstown 26
York Yankees.
you give up, the outside shot or point lead en route to a 76-67 very effective in getting us back
Christian Co 46, Graves Co 43
Clay Co 56 Gorton 42
The last time Graves was in
Corbin 68, Clay Co 51
Conner 67 Cos Holy Cross 47
the inside shot? I think you've loss at No. 1 Florida Wednesday in games."
Murray High School was nearly
Cordia 47, Jenkins 46
Cumberland Co 54. Barren Co 43
got to take away the inside game night. The Wildcats fell to the
Tide coach Mark Gottfried
Deming 65, Berea 52
Dayton 66 Heritage Academy 44
31 years ago, but his message
East Carter 65, Fairview 47
Dixie Heights 50. Ape 36
first."
Gators
64-61
last
week.
said
Kentucky's
post
players
Friday to the students was the
Edmonson Co. 69, Frederick Fraize 57
Edmonson Co 59. Fredenck Fraize 9
It didn't happen in that 89-85
"(A
win)
would
help
us
out
a
present
challenges,
particularly
same one he tried to tell himself
Elizabethlown.69, Marion Co 48
Fleming Co 49, Bath Co. 41
loss to the Volunteers, leaving lot," Davidson said. "You 6-11 center Randolph Morris,
Elliott Co 85, Morgan Co 62
Franklin-Simpson 74. Allen Co 49
decades ago.
Greenup Co 54, Fleming Co 42
Garrard Co 67 Madison Southern 54
Smith grousing about the defen- always want to win, but I don't Obrzut and the 6-8 Bobby Perry.
"1 believe as long as your
Greenwood 65. Metcalfe Co. 42
Greenup Co 68, Allen Central 22
Henry Co 59, Eminence 36
Greenwood 56, Metcalfe Co 54
commit yourself and continue
Highlands 69, Lloyd Memorial 48
Henry Co 47, Eminence 26
on with this commitment, a perHopkins Central 61, Ey. Day, Ind. 47
Holmes 69, Pendleton Co.45
son can do anything he wants to
John Hardin 58, Nelson Co. 41
Jenkins 60, Cordia 49
Letcher Co Central 73, Wolfe Co 57
Johnson Central 52, Paintsville 41
do," Graves said. "It was for the
Lex Henry Clay 66. Lee Co 63
on the night, including a 3-of-6 of-14 from the behind the arc.
Leslie Co 55, Prestonsburg 49
From Page 8A
love of the game."
Paul
Dunbar
Southern
54
76,
Madison
Lex Chnshan 72. Frankfort 34
HCHS was 10-of-16 from the
The book has been out since scoring featured Jamie Gream effort from 3-point range.
Lincoln Co. 93, Rockcastle Co 82
Lex Henry Clay 59, Shelby Co 50
CCHS also managed to hit charity stripe.
Lou Ballard 83. Lou St Xavier 57
Lex Lafayette 77, Bryan Station 24
December and is available on- with nine, George Garner eight,
Collegiate 75, Evangel Christian 57
Livingston Cent 85, Dawson Sprgs, 55
20
-of-30
free throw attempts.
The Lakers return to action
line at www.joegillberg.com, as Landon Lockhart seven, Josh
Lou Doss 79, Lou Valley 38
Logan Co 77, McLean Co 54
Hickman County was led by on Monday night, when they
well as the Barnes & Noble's Miller three and Jake Tindell
DuPont Manual 63, Chnstmn Ace 45
Lou Atherton 72, Beth Haven 19
Isiah Vinson's nine points. The host Reidland at Jeffrey
Lou
Fairdale
67,
Lou
Butler
60
DuPont Manual 50, Chnstian Ace 29
Web site.
and Derek Solomon two each. Falcons were I4-of-49 overall Gymnasium. Varsity action
Lou Fern Creek 63. Lou Waggener 55
Lou Eastern 57. Lou Male 55
The book was picked up by The Lakers knocked down 50
Lou. Iroquois 68. Lou Central 62
Lou Fairdale 62. Lou Butler 57
from the field, including just 3- begins at approximately 7:45.
Lou Male 50 Lou Eastern 42
Lou Moore 87. Lou Seneca 32
Barnes & Noble after Jake con- percent (27-of-54) of their shots
Lou Seneca 60. Lou Moore 58
Lou PRP 49, Lou Presentation 39
tacted the company acquisition
Lou Western 65, Lou Southern 55
Lou Sacred Heart 71. Bunt East 63
department as part of a marketMadison Central 82, Franklin Co. 71
Lou Shawnee 39. Lou Brown 21
Madisonville 613, Fort Campbell 62
Lou Western 60, Lou. Southern 32
ing class project. After Jake proMarshall Co 58. Mayfield 45
Magoffin Co 72. Sheldon Clark 59
vided a complimentary copy of
Mason Co. 66. Harrison Co. 40
Marshall Co. 62, Mayfield 28
the book, Barnes & Noble repre- From Page 8A
Meade Co 43, Apollo 31
Mason Co 70, Harnson Co 43
Amanda Winchester each had two to finish the
Mercer Co 93, Danville 55
Montgomery Co. 68. Boone Co 46
sentatives decided to make the
scoring.
Middlesboro 73, Cumberland 62
Monticello 54. Burgin 53
betore closing out the win with a 21-10 scoring
book available.
MHS was 25-of-67 shooting from the field,
Model 49. Bourbon Co 42
Muhlenberg North 75. Daviess Co 43
When asked to recall one of edge in the fourth quarter.
Murray 70, Fulton City 42
Monroe Co. 58, Todd Central 55. OT
including four 3-point baskets — all by
Haley Armstrong posted a season high in points
Montgomery Co. 58, Nicholas Co 38
Newport Catholic 55. Woodford Co. 38
his favorite stories. Graves said
Armstrong. The Lady Tigers finished 16-of-24
Muhlenberg South 55. Webster Co 50
Nicholas Co 74, Augusta 49
the day he signed with the Mets by leading the Lady Tigers with 22. Stacey from the free throw stripe.
Murray 66, Fulton City 60
Owsley Co 57, June Buchanan 41
McClure followed with 21, while Leah Dieleman
was one of the top two.
Newport
67.
Augusta
63
Rockcastle
Co 65, Pulaski
Both Murray squads will be in action tonight
Oneida Baptist 58. Red Bird 47
Southwestern 54
"I had so much rejection, tossed in 10. Courtney Perry had six and Sarah during doubleheader action at Communty
Owen Co. 69, Walton-Verona 60
Scott Co 95, Ohio Co 67
which I think fueled more inten- Crouch five. Meagan Pember, Erin Sanders and Christian Academy in Paducah.
Owensboro 55, Breckinndge Co 30
St. Patrick 69, Deming 47
Pad Tilghman 72. Univ. Heights 69
Taylor Co. 51, LaRue Co 40
sity to make it," he recalled.
Paris 73, St. Patnck 64
University Heights 80, Providence 30
"The moment finally arrived.
Pendleton Co. 79, Grant Co. 53
Wayne Co 70, West Jessamine 12
The culmination of all those
Perry Co. Central 89. Powell Co. 86
West Carter 57, Boyd Co 52, OT
Pike
Co.
Central
52,
Betsy
Whitley Co 46, North Laurel 29
Layne 38
years of hard work.Pineville 70, Williamsburg 51
Williamsburg 71 Pineville 46
But the best story was the one
figures at 13.5 and 12.3 ppg., Iona on Feb. 3, marking the
From Page 8A
Prestonsburg 70, East Ridge 62
Graves tells of the day he went
Pulaski Co 68, Pulaski S'westem 66
respectively. Mouton leads the Gales' only win so far this seaRiverside Christian 62, Evans 47
from being a professional ball 245-pound junior leads Rider in team in assists at 4.2 per game.
son in a 1-25 campaign.
Shelby Co 71. South Oldham 50
player to a professional dad.
at 20.0 points per game
The most noteworthy part
Ait,pap of the agreement in,• 'Shelby Valley 70. South Floyd 31
down 9.8 Rider's season has turned out to 'Ig"Bracget Buster Sides, Maeir.7
"The day my professional
- -:11fIver Grove 64, Ludlow 48
Somerset 55. McCreary Central 43
baseball career ended is the rebounds per outing.
be a dubious distinction. The will play a return game at the
South Laurel 57, Hazard 42
same day my son was born," he
Two other Broncs, guards Broncs made national headlines Regional Special Events Center
Taylor Co 77, LaRue Co 58
said. "And I've never had more Terrance Mouton and Mansell when they became the first team next season.
Warren East 58, Grayson Co. 47
Wash. Co 57, Campbellsville 56, OT
fun than I'm having right now." Harris, also average in double to lose to previously winless
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TV Schedule
TODAY
AUTO RACING
9:30 am.
SPEED — NASCAR, Next& Cup.
-Happy Hour Series.- final practice for
Daytona 500. at Daytona Beach, Fla'
12:15 p.m.
ESPN2 — NASCAR. Busch Senes
Orbitz 300. at Daytona Beach, Fla
BOXING
8:45 p.m.
HBO — Welterweights. Andre Berto
(16-0-0) vs Ben Tackier (29-6-1), tumor
middleweights. Sechew Powell (20-10) vs she Smith (18-1-0), tumor welterweights, Pauhe Malignaggi (21-1-0)
vs Edner Cherry (21-4-2). at New York
GOLF
9:30 am.
TGC — Nationwide TourPGA Tour
Australasia Jacob's Creek Open
Championship, third round, at
Lockleys. Australia (same-day lapel
2 p.m.
CBS — PGA Tour Nissan Open, third
round, at Pacific Palisades, Calif
3 p.m.
NBC — Champions Tour, Outback
Steakhouse Pro-Am, second round, at
Lutz. Fla.
5:30 p.m.
TGC — LPGA. SBS Open final round
at Kahuku. Hawaii
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 a.m.
ESPN — Georgetown at Vitlanoya
Noon
CBS — Regienal coverage. UCLA at
Arizona. Florida at Vanderbilt. or Army
at Navy
1 p.m.
ESPN — Washington at Pittsburgh
2:30 p.m.
ABC — Teams TBA
3 p.m.
ESPN — Indiana at Michigan
ESPN2 — S Illinois at Butler
5 p.m.
ESPN — Memphis at Gonzaga
ESPN2 — N Iowa at Nevada
FSN — Oregon St at California
5:30 p.m.
VERSUS — UNLV at Utah
7 p.m.
ESPN2 — Bradley at Va
Commonwealth
8 p.m.
ESPN — North Carolina at Boston
College
11 p.m.
ESPN2 — Drexel at Creighton
11 p.m_
ESPt42 — Ohio at New Mexico St
NBA BASKETBALL
p.m.
TNT — Exhibihon, Shooting Stars.
Sidle Challenge. Three-Point Shooloul,
Siam Clunk, at Las Vegas
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
1 p.m.
FSN — Stanford at Oregon
3 p.m.
FSN — Anzona at Southern Gal
1 a.m.
Oklahoma at Texas Tech
FSN
(delayed tape)

year, it seemed we would pitch
well and not score much on that
day. Then, the next day, we
might score several runs but we
didn't pitch well. A big part of
baseball and winning games is
putting your days together."
Improvement will likely need
to start on the mound, where the
'Breds will be counting on junior right-hander Mike Perconte
to anchor a rotation that will feature two new starters in its top
three spots.
Perconte, who was recruited
to MSU as a shortstop, has experience as a starter after going 47 with a 4.92 ERA in 18 games
last season — 13 as a starter.
"Mike's still kind of a new
pitcher. He basically started
pitching when he came to
Murray State," McDonald said.
"I think the sky's the limit for
Mike. He's our go-to guy. We'll
go to him as often as he's
ready."
Also joining the weekend
rotation will be senior left-hander Jon Newton (2-5, 7.08) and
sophomore right-hander Marc
Harmon (1-2, 3.92), who both
worked primarily out of the
bullpen last spring.
From there, the remainder of
the Murray staff — which
includes eight right-handers and
six southpaws — is still a work
Although,
progress.
in
McDonald is optimistic about its
potential.
"I think it's the best group(of
pitchers) we've had from top to
explained.
bottom,"
he
-They've all got different capabilities and characteristics, but it
all starts with throwing strikes.

And we haven't had that in the
past, beyond (the first) five or
six guys."
Among the position players,
the team's best hitter returns
behind the plate in the person of
senior catcher Jason Payton,
who hit .285 while slugging
seven home runs and collecting
31 runs batted in for a team-best
slugging percentage of .490.
First base will be manned by
either senior James Akin or junior-college transfer Andrew
Cella. Back to anchor the infield
at second base will be secondteam All-OVC selection Seth
Hudson, who hit .385 in 130 atbats as a junior despite missing
time with a broken hand.
The left side of the infield,
third baseman Tyler Owen and
shorstop Justin Yount, should
show improvement as sophomores after struggling some as
freshmen a year ago.
The squad's top outfielder is
senior center fielder Tyler
Pittman (.267, 35 RBIs), who
McDonald expects to be "the
best center fielder in the
league."
"He's a very good defensive
outfielder that takes good angles
(to the ball) and catches everything he gets to," the coach
claimed. "He throws better than
average, and he's a guy that
(anchors) the middle of our
order."
Returning to left field is junior Austin Swain,a Murray High
product who hit .293 a year ago.
Right field, however, is less
settled. No less than four players
will vie for playing time in right,
beginning with senior Jamie
Leidolf (.327) and including

Key Kar Rent
Call Den ctday!
270-753-9955
Located at 4th St Sycamore, Murray, KY
Faughn Used Cars

freshman Chad Allen and juniorcollege transfers Matt Scheer
and Blake Helm.
The 'Breds will learn very
quickly how much they've
improved with a challenging
schedule that begins with single
games at Louisville and
Kentucky (Wednesday) before
moving on to Mississippi State
for a three-game series next
weekend. Murray's home opener at Reagan Field will be Feb.
27 against Freed-Hardeman.
The home slate is also highlighted by rare visits from both
U of L(March 27)and UK(May
15).
"I feel like that's a coup for
us," McDonald said of the
opportunity to
host the
Cardinals and the Wildcats. "I
think it's great for our local fans
to get to see these teams, and it's
certainly great for our team. ...
Will it work where we get them
to come back every year? I don't
know. But it's nice to have them
both coming in this year."

•The summer baseball/softball sign-ups at Kirksey Park will be held
on several dates this month.
Sign-ups at Kirksey Methodist Church will be held from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. on Feb. 17,from 5 to 7 p.m. on Feb. 23 and from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
on Feb. 24. On Feb. 24, the First Methodist Church will hold sign-ups
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Sign-ups will also be held at Beanies BP in Benton froom 4 to 6 p.m.
on Feb. 20 and from 3to 5 p.m. on Feb. 22. The sign-ups will include 1Ball, baseball and softball. Applications ae available at Orscheln and
The Trophy Case in Murray and at Beanies BP.
IN The Murray Youth Sports Ag..oc,iation (YSA) will hold sign-ups for
its 2007 baseball and softball seasons today and Saturday outside the
north entrance of the Wal-Mart Supercenter.
Registration hours will be from 4 to 7 p.m. today, and from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m. on Saturday. Registration is also open to players who live outside
of Murray and Calloway County.
Beginning age for tee-ball baseball is 4-years-old, and softball is 5.
The age level for baseball is determined by the players age before May
1, 2007. The age level for softball is determined by the player's age on
January 1 of the current year. The Murray YSA is sanctioned by the
United States Specialty Sports Association (USSSA).
The total entry fee for baseball and softball is $50, which includes
team jerseys and hats. Late sign-ups with no penalty will be at the
Murray-Calloway County Park office on Payne Street through Feb. 23.
Sign-ups after that dates are subject to a $10 late fee.
For further information, contact the Murray-Calloway County Park
office at 762-0325, or YSA President Alan Lollar at 809-6858.
SI Calloway County Little League Wrestling sign-ups for students in
kindergarten through the sixth grade will be held from 4 to 6 p.m. on
Monday and from 4 to 5:30 p.m. on Tuesday at the Calloway County
Day Treatment Center on College Farm Road. Practice will start on
Thursday. The sign-up fee is $30. For more information, call 492-8956.

INMAN 11/16
-,During times of bad weather, your carrier will
continue to deliver the paper to your home as
long as it is safe to travel. When the roads are
hazardous and closed, your carrier will be unable
to bring your newspaper until the roads are safe.
Please understand we are thinking of the safety of
our carriers, and we will do
our best to deliver the
Ledger & Times to you.

LEDGER &TIMES
1001 Whitnell Ave. • Murray, KY
753-1916 • www.murrayledger.com
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tVS
DISCOVER AMERICA'S HOTTEST
PRODUCTS AT YOUR DODGE DEALER
2007 RAM 1500

2007 CHARGER R/T

• HOICE OF THREE POWERFUL ENGINES
• 1 '-1N( H WHEELS • REAR-WHEEL ANTILOCK BRAKES

•5-STAR GOVERNMENT FRONTAL CRASH TEST RATING'D
• 5.7-LITER HEW V8• STANDARD ELECTRONIC STABILITY PROGRAM

CAS
$59000ALLIANCE

CASH
$1,500ALLOWANCE

2007 DURANGO

2007 GRAND CARAVAN

• SIANDARD ELECTRONIC STABILITY PROGRAM
•SIDE CURTAIN AIR BAGS
• f,SA t,oVERNMENT FRONT CRASH TEST RATING

• STOW 'N GO

SEATING AND STORAGE
• DUAL SLIDING DOORS
• 5-STAR GOVERNMENT CRASH TEST RA11NG'I

CASH
$49000ALLOWANCE

$29500 ALLIANCE

2007 CALIBER

2007 NITRO

• 32 MPG HIGHWAY
• 5 STAR GOVERNMENT CRASH TEST RATING'
• MP3 COMPATIBILITY

• 5-STAR GOVERNMENT CRASH TEST RATING`''
• STANDARD ELECTRONIC STABILITY PROGRAM
• SPORT-TUNED SUSPENSION

STARTING AT

STARTING AT

$13.785=m

$19,885

OFFERS END FEBRUARY 28.
MC3MG e
u s.

SUM I UP

HO

AMERICA'S

DODGE.COM/MIDWEST

Department of Transportation's SaferCar.gov program (www.safercar.gov). (2)Always sit properly in the seat with the seat
illStar ratings are part of the
belt fastened (31Based on EPA estimates (4)IVISRPs exclude tax. Dodge. HEIM and Stow 'n
are registered trademarks of DaimlerChrysler Corporation.

GO

Chrysler Financial is a business unit of DalmlerChrysler Financial Services.
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DEADLINES
tbandsy
Sort Sseer
Timidity
*Monday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

CLASSIFIEDS

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Mara, Ledger is Times Fair Ha.eata Ad Mabee
All real estate advertised herein o subeit to the Federal Fair

ADJUSTMENTS

Fri 11 &At.
Fri. 11 am.
liton1 p.m
on 5 pm
OM. 1 p.m.
Thur 11 &At
Thur. 1 p.m.

SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 17, 2007

Housing Act which makes it illegal to advertise any preferewe limitation or discrimination based on race, coloc
505, handwap familial status or national ongin, ur
intention to make any such preferences, hmitationt or doenmination.
State law,forbid disaimmaticei in the salt, rental or advertising of real estate based on factors in adchnon to those pru
Weird under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any advertising for real estate
which is not in violation df the law. All persorn are herein,
informed that all dwellings advertised are aioulable on an
equal opporturuty basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising roggitements.
contact NM Counsel Rene P Milan
(703)MS-1001

waimo.

010
020
026
930
040
060
060
070
060
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
ISO
165
160

Lep/ !loom
Moab
Personale
Ronnie

Reetwenele Wanted
Lost And Found
He Vhweed
Pesition Wanted
Domestic & Palaces*
thwiness Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Went To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appilanses
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn 11 Garden

160
let
200
210
720
200
270
210
265
300
320
330
340
360
370
310

300
410
425

436
436
440
446
460
465
460
470
460
465
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Feta Equipierwit
Heavy Equilperient
soon. EquIprisent
Ariremod
liabg• Hans Lob Fos Sete

Mobile Howes For Sib
WORD Horeb For Rent
Moab Horns Lob For Rent
business Rentals
Apertwerls For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pats & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Labe

I 11 .-.1•11

Reel Eisele
Lab Property
Lots For Sib
Lots For Rent
Fares For Sib
Sontag.
Homes For Sala
Motorcycle* & ATV s
Auto Parts
Spoil Laity lishices
Used Can
Sens
Used Trucks
Campers
Sobs 6 Motors
Services Offend
Fres Column
Tobacco & Supplies

\

\t I'.

$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(AR 3 Ads Must Run With;,, 6 Duu Period
$3.35
column inch extra for Monde (S. • in. Guide)
1 1 1 \
$8.25 First Day -20 words or less
Over 29 words $.51) each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.11 per wor4 per day.
113.35 extra for Shopper (Mon. Classifieds go into Shopping Uncle)
10.00 extra for blind box ads

\Alt R 1 1\I

I I II 1\ I ft-I I I

\1

\\ )jIk1.111:,\11'l. \I. t"\

\I \O I \

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
060

060
Help WANK

WE NEED YOUR HELP!!!
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
accounts has been filed in
Calloway District Court
by
Ted
Edwards,
Executor in the estate of
J.W. Edwards_
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway County District
Court on or before the
hearing, which is set for
the 28th day of Feb.,
2007.
Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clerk

n • c Ott s S se an a
e conwere
tents at 495 Roberts Lane
destroyed by a fire on Sunday. Feb. 11,
2007. She greatly needs your help to
recover from this tragic event as she had
no insurance. Any donations or contributions would be greatly appreciated.
Donations can be sent directly to
Ms. Puckett at:
1158 Coles Campground Rd.
Murray, KY 42071

Other contributions please call

SENIOR SUPPORT
SERVICES ASSOCIATE
The Purchase District Health Department is
seeking applicants to fill a full-time position as
a Senior Support Services Associate based at
the Calloway County Health Center in Murray,
KY. Duties include, but are not limited

entry, clerical, receptionist and

to: data

medical

records. Starting salary is $8.30 per hour or
$622.50 bi-weekly.
Education/Experience: High school diploma or

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
accounts has been filed in
Calloway District Court
by Dan Miller & Lloyd
Canter, Co-Executor in
the estate of Mary Adell
Pritchard.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway County District
Court on or before the
hearing, which is set for
the 28th day of' Feb.,
2007.
Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
accounts has been filed in
Calloway District Court
Thieke,
by
Suzzie
Guardian for minor child
Kadeem Tyrell
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway County District
Court on or before the
hearing, which is set for
the 28th day of Feb.,
2007.
Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
accounts has been filed in
Calloway District Court
by
Theresa
Stone,
Executor in the estate of
John Stone
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway County District
Court on or before the
hearing, which is set for
the 28th day of Feb
2007.
Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clerk

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary appointments have
in
the
been
made
Calloway District Court.
All claims against these
appointments should be
filed with the fiduciary
within six months of the
date of qualification:

GED. One year of moderately difficult administrative or clerical experience in a medical,

Lass 01 lice

STEVE VIDMER
General I)acti‘c uI 1..m I iii. ltid ii
BANKR1 PC1 \SSISIA \( I
CHAP.!I.Rti 7 &I.1
('RIN1I\ \I. 1)1.1 IASI.
DI (1R( I. LI Sit /1)).
PRI III \l

753-1752
I Ills
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Legal
Notice

Estate of Vurlene Man',
Spring Creek Health
Care, Murray, KY 42071:
Case 107-P-36; Fiduciary
Rachel H. Thomason,
1500 Coach Estates E-13,
Murray,
KY
42071;
Attorney: N/A. Appointed
01-22-07.

\ II \I

Help Wanted

Due to the
non-payment of
rent, a
PUBLIC AUCTION

will be held on
Saturday,
February 24 at
9AM.
AAA Mini Storage
1502 Diuguid Dr.

Units: 22, 23, 31,
107, 119

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

COMPUTER OPERA
TOR. Full-time, bone
fits. Two years college
three years mainframe
computer system operations
experience
(IBM, CICS, JCL, MVS
preferred). Additional
education exchanged
for portion of experience. VM/ESA and
CMS experience desirable. Evening shift
(3:30 p.m. to 11 p.m.),
hours may vary. Click
on "Employment" at
www.murraystate.edu
for additional information. Salary $11.69
at:
hourly.
Apply
Human
Resources,
State
Murray
University, 404 Sparks
Hall,
Murray,
KY
4 20 7 1 - 3 3 1 2.
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply.
M/F/D,
AA
EEO,
employer.

"
weddings/seniors
270-753-1001

Estate of: Lonnie J
Jackson, 1608 N. 16th
Street, Murray, KY 42071;
Case 107-P-40; FiduciaryGordon D. Jackson, 1608
N. 16th Street, Murray,
KY 42071; Attorney. N/A,
Appointed 02-12-07.

I I:1

060

010

Estate of Marie E. Miller,
850 Green Plains Rd.,
Hazel, KY 42049; Case
Since 1989
107-P-29; Fiduciary: Ann
U. Watson. 702 NW 21st
Street, Guymon, OK
73942; Attorney: Sid POND Stocking!
Easley, 5204 South 6th
Thurs, 3/1: The Fish
Street, Murray, KY 42071;
Truck will be at Cadiz
Appointed: 01-31-07.
Estate of Walter D
Womer, 230 Glendale
Place, Murray, KY 42071.
Case 107-P-33; Fiduciary:
Melissa J. Pinkies, 89
Sugar
Creek
Lane,
Murray.
KY
42071.
Attorney: John E. Finklea,
89 Sugar Creek Lane,
Murray,
KY
42071;
Appointed: 02-12-07

itt

Southern States 9:159:45, Murray Southern
States 10:30-11:15.
Marshall Co. Co-op
11:45-12:30. 1-800335-2077
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

IV

IR owl Found

LOST: Female Setter,
VVhile with Orange
spots. Irvin Cobb area.
The following guardian 753-7200
NOTICE TV

CREDITORS

appointments have been
060
made in the Calloway
Help MOM
Comity District Court. MI
claims against thetas
appointments should be AVON choose you
filed with the fiduciary hours & your income
within eta months of the We have
benefits
date of qualification:

JOIN TODAY and get a
RE Kristopher Robinson. FREE GIFT. 1-888509 3rd Street, Murray, 5704498 or 270-761KY 42071; Cam 101-P- 3878

00039. Fiduciary: Amends
Phelps. 509 3rd Street, DAYS Inn Now hiring
Murray.
KY
42071; housekeepers. Apply In
Attorney N/A. Appointed: person 800 cm.- 300
02-12-07

p.m. 517
Street

S.

12th

DIGITAL
Printer
Operator needed for
2nd shift with a growing
small business. 30
hours per week to start
with expected increase
to 40 hours per week.
This is a full-time position with benefits. 4PM10PM Monday through
Friday
with
some
weekends. Computer
experience required.
Send resume and letter
of
application
to
Automated Direct Mail,
1410 North 12th St.,
Suite G, Murray, KY
42071.
DO you lova working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises

may be just the place
for you!
Apply at:
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
ELECTRICIAN needed. Minimum KY electrical license and transportation required. Call
293-8449
Foster Parents
Needed. $35/day to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support, 24
hour CriERS intervention,
and weekly tn horns
support Call NECCO
at 866-306-3226 or
270-898-1293.
JANITORIAUHOUSEKEEPiNG
position
livaliable. Full tim• with
benefits. Call 270-444E472

Excellent fringe package. Increase in salary
during first year of employment. Applications
may be picked up at any of the Purchase
District Health Centers. Pre-employment
screening required. Resumes DO NOT substitute for applications. Completed applications
must be returned to the Purchase District
Health Department no later than end of business, February 26, 2007.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Oral & Maxillofacial
Surgery Assistant Wanted
*Good communication skills required
'Warm,caring, responsible individual desired

*Must be a team player
*Dental office experience preferred
*Will work in the Murray, KY and Union City,
TN offices
Send resumes to the Office Manager:

300 South 8th Street * Suite 100
Murray, KY 42071

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS EXIST
(ill-time entry level positions me available for qualified
professionals to work with families and their children.
Pennynk Allied Community Services. Inc. is accepting
res. units foe the positioa In-Hoar Worker with our Family
Preservation Program in our Mayfield office. The applicant
must be a team player, have excellent conimunication skills,
willing to work a flexible schedule, knowledge of community
resources and have the ability: to make well informed
decisions independently Training will be provided.
Interested applicants who hold a Bachekr's Degree in
TW0

Social Wort. Psychology. Sociology or related field
are invited to send their resumes by Wed. Feb. 28th. 200750
In-Horne Position'
do Mr. kilm Tedder, Executive Director
Pennyrde Allied Comaninity Services. Inc.
Family Preservation Program
PO Box 549
Hopkinsville, Ky 42241-0549
PACS,he.
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

SENIOR SUPPORT
SERVICES ASSOCIATE
The Purchase District Health Department is
seeking applicants to fill a full-time position as
a Senior Support Services Associate based at
the Mayfield District Office in Mayfield, KY.
Duties include, but are not limited to: data
entry, clerical, receptionist and medical
records. This position requires daily travel
throughout the seven counties of the Purchase
District Starting salary is $8.30 per hour Or
$622.50 bi-weekly.
Education/Experience: High school diploma or
GED. One year of moderately difficult administrative or clerical experience in a medical.
hospital or administrative office environment
preparing word documents using a computer,
operating a phone system to answer calls and
referring to appropriate person, computer filing documents. Additional education (college,
vocational school, etc.) in business education
or a medically related field may substitute for

REHABtILIIERICA
We have positions available for licensed therapists in Puryear, TN. This is an exciting job
opportunity for therapists seeking PRN or
part-time employment, with the potential to
advance to full-time in the future.

What can Rehab America, LLC offer you?
• Travel time
• Licensure reimbursement
• Flexible Schedules
• Opportunity for full-time benefits
• We will help you obtain a Tennessee
License if you do not already have one and
pay for any expenses incurred.

WE CURRENTLY HAVE
POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR:
• Physical Therapists/Physical Therapy
Assistants
• Occupational Therapists/Occupational
Therapy Assistants
Speech-Language Pathologists

For More Information, Please Contact:
Ashley Dunn, Executive Director
270-559-6120 or
E-mail your resume to:
ashleyd@rehabamericallc.com

GlenDi Inc.
Murray, KY

Now Taking Applications for:
Full/Part time truck drivers
with Class A CDL
Good Pay
Paid Holidays/Paid Vacation
Health Ins./Retirement Plan
Home Time
Quarterly Safety Bonus
Also needing
Owner Operators
Phone 270-759-5540
Monday thru Friday
9:00 AM to 4:00 PM
Sales Coordinator
Fleetwood Homes, a leader in the
Manufacturing Housing Industry is seeking a
professional, goal-oriented, team minded individual to join our sales team. Position supports
local Account Sales Managers with quotes and
order entry, creates marketing reports, orders
point of sales materials, writes and updates
floor plan literature, creates inventory reports.
and generates reports to assist Sales team in
meeting goals and objectives. Qualified candidate must have High School Diploma, but prefer a Bachelor's or Associate Degree, a high
commitment for customer satisfaction and
accuracy, excellent verbal/written communication skills, computer literacy with knowledge
of a variety of software packages, and the ability to manage retailer and customer relations.
Position offers competitive compensation and
benefit package based on qualifications. To
apply, send resume and salary history to
Fleetwood Homes of Ky., Attn: Randy
Kuhens, Sales Manager, P.O. Box 430,
Benton, Ky. 42025

Adecco
THE EMPLOYMENT PEOPLE
We will be accepting applications at the Carter
Discovery Center on Wednesday, February 21, 2007
from 8:00 am to 4:30 pm for production/manufacturing/light industrial positions. To be considered for
employment, please bring two forms of identification: one that will establish your identity and one
that establishes your right to work in this country.
One year of verifiable work history and reference
required. GED or High School Diploma required.
Drug/background screen required.
ROE• M/F/D/V
060

basis.

District Health Centers. Pre-employment
screening required. Resumes DO NOT substitute for applications. Completed applications
must be returned to the Purchase Disthct
Health Department no later than end of business, February 26, 2007.
EOt At. OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYFR

VISA
smommi

Help Wanted

the required experience on a year for year

Excellent fringe package. Increase in salary
during first year of employment. Applications
may be picked up at any of the Purchase

I IARt..1

060
lisle Sankid

hospital or administrative office environment

preparing word documents using a computer,
operating a phone system to answer calls and
referring to appropriate person, computer filing documents. Additional education (college,
vocational school, etc.) in business education
or a medically related field may substitute for
the required experience on a year for year
basis.

\

Halo

KIDZTOWN Academy
is looking for a loving
and caring individual to
care for infants Child
care experience preferred Call 761-5439
or come by 810
Whitneli to apply

WE'RE Grovongll Now
taking applications for
Food Service and
Resident Care
Assistants Must enim,
working with senior
adults and as a part of
a great team' Apply at
Glendale Place 405
Glendale Road

LOOKING for a
career not just a
job?

SALES AND
MARKETING
DIRECTOR

Spoilable
Scoreboards offers
opportunities for individuals who share our
positive commitments
and goals.

Marketing degree preferred, must be knowledgeable in golf,
Microsoft Word,
Powerpoint, Excel and
intemet. Salary negotiable based on technical education and job
experience. Fax
resume to: (731)6441386 or call (731)7070539 for job interview

We are in search of a
full time, day shift
employee with metal
forming experience. To
qualify, you must also
be detail oriented and
quality conscious; be
able to use hand tools
and work with
schematics. Having
electronic skills is a
plus. Position requires
moving and positioning
objects weighing up to
75 pounds.
Salary is commensurate with experience.
Sportable
Scoreboards otters a

competitive, comprehensive benefit package. Apply at: 106 Max
Hurt Drive, Murray or
direct resume to:
recrultinge
scoreboord1.com
LPN needed for doctor's office.
Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040-E, Murray, KY
42071.

WORKFORCE
Services Specialist
The Purchase Area
Development District is
seeking an individual to
Workforce
promote
Investment Act services at the Murray
Career
Discovery
Center. A bachelor's
degree is required for
this grant funded position. The ideal candidate will have expenence in case management, career counseling, and computer
based reporting. Send
cover and resume to
PADD, Attn: Human
Services Director, PO
Box 588, Mayfield, KY
42066. The PADD is
EOEJAA/ADA
an
employer.

MAINTENANCE
Technician
National student housing property is now
seeking a Fir maintenance technician.
Responsibilities
include but are not limited to repairs, general
upkeep and janitorial
services. Competitive
benefits package
included. Pre-employment drug and background screening
required. Equal
Opportunity Employer.
Send resumes to
MurrayOplaceproperfies.com.

MEDICAL
Transcriptionist with
Lanier and Meditech
experience needed
immediately! Please
call 436-2799
NURSE Practitioner
or Physician's

Assistant (must be
certified/licensed).
Position available with
Wound Care Clinic in
Pads, TN. Flexible
hours, pleasant office
environment.
Candidates please
mail a cover letter and
resume with relevant
work history to WCC,
1385-D Flowering
Dogwood Lane,
Dyersburg, TN 38024.
E-mail: woundcareclinicRyahoo.com or fax
(731)287-7373
RANDY Thornton Co.,
Inc established in 1937
seeking Service
Technicians.
Minimum 3 years
experience in commercial & residential
HVAC. Tools required.
Excellent salary, benefits and retirement
package. Send
resume to 802
Chestnut
St. Murray, KY 42071.

REWARDING Career
Opportunity
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated hardworking team player
Excellent fringe benefits Complete training
provided. Bring
resume to Fleming
F-timrturo 3060 Hwy
PAIN Murray. KY
420

CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553

121

mines*
Opportunity

FLOWER shop inven
fixtures
tory
&
Everything from silks to
walk-in cooler. Serious
inquiries call
270-293-9294
120
COMINIIKe
MINA COMPUTERS

A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refngerators. electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks.

Call Larry 753-1633.
WANTED: Scrap cars.
Paying $140 per ton.
753-5500
WASTE oil wanted:
Will pick up.
Drum exchange.
Miller D. lrms LLC
(270)436-2215
WOULD like to buy 1 or
2 acres of land with no
restrictions 10 miles
from city limits.
270-978-2762,
1-502-413-5636

15" saddle. Six months
old, $375. 270-2279827
92 Cougar, V-8, tech,
sun-roof, new transmission. A/C, tires,
loaded $2,575 OBO.
Washer 753-4109
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
WANTED'Responsible
party to take on small
monthly payments on
High Definition Big
Screen TV. 1-800-3963970

CLASSIFIEDS
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NEON BEACH
MININSTORAG

ABSOLUTE ESTATE AUCTION
SATURDAY,FEBRUARY 24, 2007
10:00 A.M. RAIN OR SHINE
tt thr home of the late Leonard N. Carbon, 1512 Kirkwood Dr.,
Murray. KN. lake 16th Street South to Kirkwood Dr. Signs Posted.
REAL ESTATE

ANTIQUES

•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

PERSONAL PROPERTY'

V EHICLES

753-3853
Raab

For Rent
4BR 28A. all appli
ances. central KA Ask
about move-in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898
LIKE new, 1BR apt, all
appliances, Brooklyn
Dr 270-435-4382 or
leave message.
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR 5340 00
38R 5425 00
$100 deposit special
tor qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

0.n Ittr

+Acta an •dir1,141.11Ult1141

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
COD #1-800-648-6056

i/111

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.

t01.. l'11.1. Wit KERSON & SONS

40 lm

Kcal Estate & tuition
1.0••••

k, 421.1
r,r

1,11

Mliii

I Si

40 <21.1 lai
"km.
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II

. iii ISP1.11

II I •

t.KII
.1kill 1,1 III KW*/
1 I 11/151 I

1,11
iii

k

t

a

uNFURNISHED 1 -BR
close to campus, ideal
fur one person. PO
pets. available January
3rd 753-5980

k

S•

Farm Equipment

Articles
Fur Sale

Rooms For Rent
•,
mower
Case lid 0-40
r. Bust Hog
Bush Hog
utter /OOP Busr Hog
Iler
`J'459

GOT LAND"' ZERO
DOWN" Bring your
deed A pick out your
tn,rne today' Owner
financing,
731-534-94 A' I

NICE 1BR available
N 20th
St 270-839-8465

13)

Horne Lots For Neil

0,0, sate

$110 per month Newer
homes only 492-8488
I

320
Apertmente For Rent

1

2BR house lease &
deposit required
270-753 417)9
c,ropert,
2BR 1,-iki•
with 1...i, Ao.-11C
,lock
5750 n,, ntt 59434t

Meek Homes For Seie
1011

4i-4 2BA

'3. bdr apts Na pots
Leave a message

5'4-48
1

real

qits

Murray

'

11

' .•0•Hlt

A -`

fr.-"c1

'

pSI

%lag iF t S LOSE

starting ,i' $200 rno
753 4111-4
1BR 1BA 1 1 2 blocks
frorn MBU $195 plus
deposit
No
pets
References required
159 0632 after 5
RH apt

Partial utili
PiOS APPOSIt

.")14

inanned
vn ,etrigeratur and
sill bed $2 500 ut,
053 9441

I BR near MOO athor
.,,
ir a,atlable
Coierrar
Tit_ 153 9898
1BR tow utilities $245
no vets
Reference
required
53 1944
'BR ad dw pets
illowed $335 1619-A
Chris Dr Call 753-4219

18 (2,1 ,1,11."1,,

1 0.80

4BH ,JIA all appl,
C H A factory
crop
e And stereo
vory i",tr" $18 500
•e03 ,,it
the right
'

Prt.mier
:111.-in bath
() months old
'.000 01311

AWE SOME SBR 3BA
with huge living room A
auher Price reduced
(
•
"OW

2EIR apartments available Great location 1
year lease 1 month
deposit no pets
753-2905
2BR duplex nice
C H A, appliances fur
rished Various toca
tions Coleman RE
539898
.I'BR near MSLJ C H A
Appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898

Garden/Essex Do% ns
Apartments

'i•h.7(/1)
4S9-2 145

• \lima\ . I•1

270-753-8556
TIM) 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
I
Bedri.oril Apartment,

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
-We sell boxes,
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

O

m/rental Prop.
For Sale

BUILDING For Sale
2297 State Route 94
East 1-12 miles from
downtown.
2,588
square feet. 803 acre
lot Formerly Red Oaks
Bridles to Britches Call
753-5856. cell
293-7127

2BF-I
,lishwasr 0'

,1-•11

5, Ei A 5,,1, r , tr 1
year lease I r-11,r/Y
deposit rv, pets
753 215a
8174
3BR foreciasure Buy
for only $19 765 F or
listings 800-560 1951
ext S021
3BR IBA
Rent or Pent Ti, Own
$600 Mid
Apbbancesin•Juded
Close to campus
761 HOME
NEWLY
upgraded
IBA.
harming 2BR
:akefront house in
Panorama
Shores
OH-A
d
plus
$400'month
deposit
Available
immediately 310)5679321
References
required

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905
293-1480

AKC Sibenan Husky 6
month old female,
5250 270-436-2537
DOG Obedience
436-2858
PURE bred blonde Lab
puppies Beautiful This
will be Lady Bug's and
Coty's last litter $150
each 5 females 3
males 759-8436

HOPSE-QUALITY
Bermuda grass square
bales 731-514-3632

Rea Estate
At, Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
subject to the
I ederat Fair Housing
Act of 1968 as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion.
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference.
limitation or discrimination This newspaper
not
will
knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis'

Hisis
kin i.ocat•
ns (*onclit.
Cash or Fenn.
761-110‘11.,
46631

NOW OPEN:
11(11.1,1 ss
sl(Ik %IA
Hwy 12IN across from
National Guard Armory

270-1511111111111
RILL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at '20 S -Ith St

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

mile of
35 Acres w
rd front, on the corner
of hwy 80 & 1346 87
mites from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake
Call 753-1323 ext 120
for details
I have buyers for hunting land
Call Larry Newton
Campbell Really
(270)978-1172

iv,. ,ind I Al,

entral Heat and Air
\,..epting Applkation.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

.,6

Cr

'

(270) 7531713

s

bedroom apartments as ailahle
II applunt es furnished Water, sewm trash
and t able TS int hided in rent Set-unty
,k-posit required One )ear lease NO PETS'
Mc and tit

270-767-9111

saie
%SW

w.murraykyapartments.com

& Moots
country
3BR
2BA
home
7 69 acres,
Dr.
1870
Douglas
Road $210K For more
into & pictures email to
trukdog wk net
38R 2BA. attached 2
garage,
new
car
throughout
updates
back
house, large
deck, $110,000, 11
Guinevere Dnve
767-8999
FOR sale by owner,
2209 Quail Creek Dr.,
Murray. 3BR 2-1/2
baths, 2,940 sq.ft., 2
car garage, excellent
condition, great neighborhood Open House
10AM-12PM,
Sat
Sunday 1PM-4PM or
call for appointment
(270)217-4265
FORECLOSURE, 38R
only $19,765 For listings 800-560-1951 ext
S020
FSBO
4 BR, 2.5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183 759-1506

WEST TENNESSEE

ANGUS ASSOCIATION

1)I.-\ II
DEBT REI 11 I
%NA. will Inn Sow
liou.o or tolo 0‘,•!
( ill r,1-1 .7
-7 0,
ask till Kristm.

Polaris
2005
Sportsman 500 Very
low miles excellent
condition 293-3361
2005 Yamaha Bruin
250 Less than 2 tanks
of fuel burned
293-4944

1988 Chevy pickup 1,2
ton, short wheel base,
4 3L V6, one owner,
very good condition,
with topper, Call
270-759-3073
1986 GMC Jimmy
4W0 Runs good
227-0335 after 4PM
1965 Chevy
flatbed $600
293-4944

1

ton

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
roofing,
additions,
decks, floor repair &
covenngs, siding
"FREE ESTIMATES"
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson k5)wk net

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning

DSW
PAINTING
A. 11,51114'11
"6-05115 • 435-4202
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured,
489-2839,

Ceramic and Stone
Tile Installation
Hardwood & Laminate
Flooring Installed
Bathroom Remodeling

Quality wont tsar prices

437-31 32
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438
METAL installed on
houses and barns
N
Damn
Contact
phone 270-752-0414

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this information do so at their own
risk Although persons
and companies menare
herein
tioned
believed to be reputable,
The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities

t&M
LAWN SERVICE
Leal mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Sateslatlion guaranteed
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so,
I -Difficult

events rather than trying to
assume control might be better.
Right now, you could be bucking
some situations in the a.m.
Though the theme might not
change in the p.m.. what you say
will make a difference. Tonight:
The world is your oyster. Start
acting like it -- for now!
TAURUS (April 20-May ?o)

*** Though

you might believe
you can make a difference in the
a.m., whatever you do, you
ONLY $7500
might have to do again. Use the
A MONTH
p m. to think and research. Right
CALL 753-1916
now, the more you know the better off you will be later Tonight.
A ITO RDABLI Play it low-key.
lii into Rcivit
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Others want decisions
Sagging floors. to
and actions. In fact, you could
leaking roofs.
find them a bit demanding. By
We do it an.
C
s;1
g1s
the afternoon, your responsibilities could be high. but you can
handle them. You walk down the
436-2867 Lambs
path toward success. A meeting
Professional Tree
could be key. Tonight: Where the
Service Complete tree
action is.
removal, etc Insured
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
436-5141 A-AFFORD- **** You could be getting
ABLE Hauling Clean incomplete information
You
out garages, gutters. might try to sort through what
iunk & tree work.
you hear, but might not succeed
until late afternoon. Have
A-1 Stump Removal
patience and relax. All will reveal
Fulty insured
itself if you lie back_ Tonight. A
437-3044
force to be dealt with.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions, *** Know when your efforts
are close to futile (like now).
porches, decks. sun
rooms, vinyl siding, Know when to pull back and say
mobile home repair, 'enough' Let others run the
sagging floors, termite show Allow others to see the
8 water damage Larry results of their decisions. Look at

All hull% qualifv for TN Beef Assurance Program

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113

"since 1971"
-Carpets -Upholstery

-Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates

753-5827
t12 k\Ni I WO

Pi

I Slid Si,

\
scrl ice Vk
& Insured
18 y Es. LAI).
070149)
-8"

44,o•:

WE SERVICE
All Mellor Appliances
and Most Mar Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(210) 1531113

Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times
270-753-1916

by Jacqueline Bigar

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Sometimes flowing with

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERV10E & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR

662-837-4904

BEBBER Floonng
Carpet, vinyl, laminate,
hardwood and tile. 2939340

ping back and forth between
both sides of issues and interests. You'll want to add to your
financial security and spend a lot
of time making your goals happen. You will also love buzzing
around meeting new people,
socializing and expanding your
circle of friends. Sometimes
these activities could cost you
money. When the year ends, you
will feel as if you have accomplished a lot. If you are single.
you will meet people with ease,
What might start as a friendship
could easily end in a romance.
and .a special one at that. If you
are 'atiRtird, encourage your
significant other to join in your
hobbies and concerns more frequently. ARIES is fun to hang
out with.

Sat 2/24/07• Noon
UT at Martin, TN
60 Tremendous Angus Female Lois
20 Big stout Pasture Ready Angus Bulls

TN it son. Firm f2221

011ered

93 Mustang GT 5.0,
HO., 5-speed, custom
paint, Euro tail lights,
3in cowl hood, built
engine, rebuilt rearend. 4.10 gears
$3,200 or trade for 8793 Mustang Notchback
i270)205-5766

Nirnmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353

CONTACT: JARVENE SHACKELFORD

yard sui irk
Sento!Ii
753-4344 • 22
.
-5644

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Monday, Feb. 19, 2007:
You'll have an unusual year, flip-

2005 Dodge 1500. 4dr
LWB, 60K, Mt. cruise,
CD, tow package Like
new $14.000 OBO
293-6814

JOE'S JOBS

For details, call (2701.362-1043

2006 Toyota Camry
Solara 3,000 miles
Call (270)205-5752

Used Trucks

GRAY'S Painting
Free
estimates
Reasonable
rates
Seniors
discounts
References
(270)227-3161

All types of boats from 10'to 38'

Horoscope

Used Cars

ANNUAL SALE

NB A FREE CATALOG. VISIT
w-ww americanhvestockhrokers.corn

Mid-West's Largest Indoor Boat EXPO
Paducah, Kentucky • March 2, 3,4
Expo Center beside the Executive Inn
Fri.: 4-9 • Sat.: 10-8• Sun.: 11-4

HALL
'
S WAS1 1
NI V\ 1,(,1 11I \ I

Motorcycles & ATY's

$230 month

210
Firewood

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

Murray Ledger & Times

the big picture when seeking
solutions. Tonight: Let your mind
relax. Movie? Music? On the
computer?
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Others continue to domi-

nate. You can make this situation
a problem, or you can lighten up.
If you step back, others will have
to take responsibility for what
they've created. Tonight: Go
along for the ride.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Get as much done in the
morning as you can, because by
afternoon, others will want your
attention or will distract you. Use
this period for networking. Note
the options that come toward
you. Know that anything is possible. Tonight: Just be out.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Creativity will add humor
to nearly any situation. The problem easily might be that others
don't get it. Focus on issues, and
clear out problems. Keep laughter to yourself. Tonight: Pace
yourself.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Getting going might be a

bit hard. Perhaps you want to go
back to bed or do something
very different. Once you get
moving, you'll discover Joy in
nearly any situation that comes
up. Let your imagination rock
and roll. Tonight: Fun and
games.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Ask questions in the
morning. You might not like
someone's tone, but you'll get
the information you need. Ignore
his or her attitude, and don't
make it a big deal. Keep your
thoughts to yourself. Opinions
could change. Tonight: Happy at
home.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Head to the bank or man

bills. Cleanng out financial matters allows much more creativity
to open up. Conversations could
be important and provide much
information. Your perspective
could
change dramatically
Tonight Out and about.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Though others might be
funky, you are on top of your
game. Nevertheless, a boss
tests your patience Not reacting
and being understanding draw a
different perspective. Think carefully before making a purchase
Tonight. Treat yourself.
BORN TODAY
Singer Seal (1963), Bntish royal
Prince Andrew (1960), actor Lee
Marvin (1924)
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet at hftp:/hvviw.jacqueIlneblgar.corn.
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Dozer work & Track
hoe

111-H ) I f(

- LIFE INSLIRANCI.
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LooldngBack
10 years age
Published lea picture of Blanche
Le Blane and Marge Van Buren
shopping at the Home and Garden Show at the West Kentucky
Lawn and Garden Show at the
West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center on College Farm Road.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Murray High School Speech
Team placed first in the Regional
Speech Tournament held at Marshall County High School.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Walter L. Apperson. publisher of Murray Ledger & Times, presenting a
check from the Ledger Pension
Plan and Trust to Robert Taylor,
retiring classified advertising manager. Also pictured is Barbara
Paytes, new classified advertising
manager.
Births reported include a girl
to Jan and Sam Foreman and a
girl to Sondra and Marty James,
Feb. 13; a boy to Laura and Shayne
Key and a girl to Lon and Flint
Speed, Feb. 14.
30 years ago
Dr. Gerald McCoy, formerly of
Murray, has been named president
of the medical staff at Jennie Stuart Memorial Hospital, Hopkinsville.
In high school basketball games,
Murray Tigers won 76-74 over Mayfield Cardinals with Andrea Perry
high scorer for the Tigers; and
Calloway Lakers lost 66-62 to St.
Mary's Vikings with Mike Wells
high scorer for the Lakers.
40 years ago
The heaviest snowfall of the year
swept into Murray and Calloway
County yesterday behind a drop
in temperatures of 43 degrees.
Streets and highways are glazed
today and present hazardous driving. All Calloway County schools
are closed today, but city schools,
University School and Murray State
University classes were in session.

SO years ago
Murray State College Thoroughbreds won 91-77 over Eastern
Maroons in a basketball game at
Murray Sports Arena to take third
place in the Ohio Valley Conference. Quitman Sullins was high
scorer for Murray.
60 years ago
The one day sale of dark fired
tobacco on the Murray Market had
an average of $23.28 per hundred
weight, according to Cecil Thurmond, secretary of the local market.
Fifty-five students from Calloway County were among 250
students who made the honor roll
for the fall quarter at Murray State
College, according to Cleo Gillis
Hester, registrar.
Mr. and Mrs. W.L. Underwood
were married for 50 years Jan. 19.
Marriages announced this week
include Ruth Lovett to Charlie L.
Lassiter, Feb. 3.
Births reported this week include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Barnett, Feb. 4; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Perry, Feb. 6; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Norville Cole, Feb.
7; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John
Skinner and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Blalock, Feb. 9; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Grogan
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Cleo
Sykes, Feb. 10; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Kletka, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Scott and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Norris Oakley,
Feb. II; twins, a boy and a girl,
to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Colson and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Kemp, Feb. 12.
In high school basketball games,
Hazel Lions won 33-31 over Calvert
City with Holmes Dunn high scorer for Hazel; New Concord Redbirds lost 48-41 to Wickliffe with
J.B. Bell high scorer for New Concord; Lynn Grove Wildcats won
111-38 over Western with Henry
McReynolds high scorer for Lynn
Grove.

COMICS/FEATURES
After 16 years of separation,
wife should call it quits
DEAR ABBY: My brother
has 15 children by eight mothers. Five are with his wife,
from whom he has been separated for 16 years. My sister-in-law becomes very upset
when my
brother shows
favoritism toward children he
has outside
his
marriage. Until
recently, she
tolerated
this. However, now
she says she
hates
him
more today
than ever -even though
they are not
By Abigail
together.
Van Buren
feel
their marriage is long over,
and she should not focus on
what he is doing nor should
she allow herself to become
emotionally distraught over his
behavio( It just doesn't seem
to be sinking in, and I need
some advice about how I can
tell her to move on with her
life without sounding like a broken record. So many children
out there in this world are in
the same boat because of their
fathers' irresponsible behavior.
BRAVEHEART IN SYRACUSE, N.Y.
DEAR
BRAVEHEART:
Your sister-in-law may have
clung to her marriage because
her religion frowns upon
divorce, or she may still be
hoping that your brother will
grow up, wise up and come

Dear Abby

Todaylffilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Feb. 17,
the 48th day of 2007. There are
317 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 17, 1801, the House
of Representatives broke an electoral tie between Thomas Jefferson and Aaron Burr, electing Jefferson president; Burr became vice
president.
On this date:
In 1864, during the Civil War,
the Union ship U.S.S. HousatonEt IX ES le Et 1_ tJ

ic was rammed and sunk in
Charleston Harbor, S.C., by the
Confederate hand-cranked submarine H.L. Hunley, which also sank.
In 1865,Columbia, S.C., burned
as the Confederates evacuated and
Union forces moved in. (It's not
clear which side set the blaze.)
In 1897, the forerunner of the
National P.T.A, the National Congress of Mothers, convened its
first meeting, in Washington.
In 1904, the original two-act
version of Giacomo Puccini's opera

"Madams Butterfly" was poorly
received at its premiere at La
Scala in Milan. Italy.
In 1933, Newsweek was first
published by Thomas J.C. Martyn under the title "News-Week."
In 1947, the Voice of America began broadcasting to the Soviet Union.
In 1964, the Supreme Court,
in Wesberry v. Sanders, ruled that
congressional districts within each
state had to be roughly equal in
population.
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back to her. You can reason
with her until you are blue in
the face, but until she is ready
to accept reality, nothing will
change.
I don't know who is supporting all those children financially or emotionally, but there
ought to be a law against the
kind of irresponsibility your
brother has exhibited.
DEAR ABBY: I recently
grew close to a member of
the same social organization
that I belong to. We have much
in common. She is someone I
can open up to and share my
real feelings with. I can't do
that with anyone else.
Here's the twist: She's 15
and I'm 22. I never thought I
could fall for someone that
young, but she is different.
She is so much more mature
than anyone I know at that
age. We have talked about our
feelings and realize that they
are mutual.
I know the law frowns upon
this, and 1 would never go
against the law. The legal age
in this state is 16. I know we
will still be close by then.
Would it be virong -to try for
more of a -relationship .when
she turns 16? -- GOT IT BAD
IN CONNECTICUT
DEAR GOT IT BAD: That
depends upon what you mean
by "more of a relationship."
While the young lady may be
mature for her age, she does
not have the life experience
of someone your age. Intellectually she may be mature,
but-she may still be 15 years
old emotionally.
Although the legal age in
Connecticut may be 16, if I
were you, I'd discuss this situation with the girl's parents
before trying for "more." She's
their daughter, and you will
need their approval in order
to date her.
WOO

DEAR ABBY: A co-worker recently lost her father. An
envelope was passed around
asking for donations to purchase
flowers for her. She anticipated our gift of flowers and
requested the money instead,
so she was given the cash.
No sooner was the envelope in her purse than she
immediately passed around a
pre-typed note thanking us for
the "heavenly bouquet." Am I
wrong to have formed the opinion that she took advantage
of our generosity, especially
because it's common knowledge
that she has a big gambling
problem? -- ASKANCE IN
GEORGIA
DEAR ASKANCE: Please
do not be so quick to judge
your co-worker. The money
may have been put toward
covering the expense of her
father's funeral. However,if you
are correct, the poor woman
has enough problems to deal
with. Please cut her some slack
and let it go.
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Low potassium level
causes leg cramps
DEAR DR. GOTT: A few
weeks ago, you wrote about
people having leg cramps, and
some wrote in and said they
were putting soap under their
sheets. I tried bar soap — the
small pieces from hotels, like one
w o ma 11
wrote — and
I
nothing.
still wake up
three to four
times
a
night. I don't
get cramps in
calves
my
but terrible
spasms
in
ankle,
my
and then my
By
toes curl up,
Dr. Peter Gott
and I have to
get out of bed and stand to
straighten them out. It is so
annoying to be awakened two
or three times a week. I tried
the soap for about two months.
Some people told me I was
low on potassium, but I take
two pills every morning with
my Lasix, so that could not be
the trouble. Is there anything
you can suggest or have me
do?
DEAR READER: Lasts therapy can lead to significant potassium deficiency, even when a
patient takes mineral supplements. If you have a low potassium level, it could result in
muscle cramps that certainly
would not be helped by soap
therapy.
I suggest that you ask your
doctor to check your bloodpotassium level. If it is abnormal, you will need a change
in your prescription. If it is
normal, the doctor may choose
an alternative therapy, such as
a glass of tonic water at bedtime.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I take

Dr. Gott

81 milligrams of aspirin daily
and bruise easily. Often. I am
completely unaware of bumping my hand hard enough to
bruise as I work about the house
and garden, but I generally have
some bruises on my hands. You
have suggested reducing th,
amount of aspirin from one 81 milligram tablet daily to one
every two days or even one
every three days.
If I reduce the amount of
aspirin taken, how much do I
increase my probability of a
stroke or a heart attack' I am
well aware that aspirin is
involved in the bruising, but
the bruises always heal, so I
have not been very concerned
about them. I would rather put
up with the bruising than have
a stroke or heart attack. I read
your column regularly and am
surprised that you did not discuss the possible consequences
of reducing the amount of aspirir
taken.
I am 87 years old, and the
daily "baby" aspirin was recommended by my eye doctor
many years ago.
DEAR READER: Although
in certain instances, such as
stroke or heart attack, patients
are prescribed aspirin to retard
blood coagulation. this therapy
is not recommended for all
adults, especially those over 80
years of age. The drug can
cause intestinal bleeding and
other consequences. As far as
I know, there are no significant
side effects in reducing an 81milligram dose from once a day
to once every two days.
Yet your point is well taken:
You're in good health at 87
and may choose not to rock
the boat. If the bruising doesn't bother you, continue with
your aspirin a day. And thanks
for writing.
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Pass
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Opening lead — jack of clubs.
A competent declarer is expected
to take full advantage of a favorable
lie of the opponents' cards whenever
that occurs and,equally important, to
overcome an unfavorable lie of the
cards whenever it is possible to do
so.
Examine this deal where West
leads a club against four spades.
Declarer wins with dummy's queen
and plays a trump to the ace, on
which East shows out. This is an
unlucky development,since the odds

heavily favor a 2-1 disision of
suit.
Now saddled with an unexpected
trump loser, South is in danger ol
going down in a contract that a
moment earlier appeared certain. The
outcome at this point seems to
depend on whether East or West has
the ace of hearts.
But it would be a mistake im declarer to stake the outcome sold!. on
the location of the heart ace To lead
a heart to thc king at this stage sk 4,1(1
place too much reliance on the element of luck and, in the actual deal.
would prove fatal.
Instead, declarer should cash the
king ofspades and A- K of dimity tds,
then ruffa diamond. A club to the ace
is followed by leading dunum 's 13,1
diamond, but when Last follows with
the queen, South discards a bean
instead of tufting!
This simple but elegant move
endplays East. lie is forced to return
a heart to dummy's king or eoneette
ruff-and-discard. Either ss as. 1st tui
loses only three tricks.
By adopting this line of phis.
declarer gives himself an extra
chance to make the contract. I lc does
not know which opponent ha, four
diamonds, or who has the ace of
hearts, but it costs him nothing to 1r7,
for the endplay before touching the
heart suit.
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I First-down
yardage
4 Waterfront
event
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12 Pub pint
13 Say frankly
14 Sheik colleague
15 Be sociable
16 Toy with a tail
17 Bandy words
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sofas
20 Love — first
sight
21 Man's pronoun
22 Naval officer
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county
29 Excess
30 Jungle crusher
31 Woeful cry
32 Kind of vaccine
33 Sweet cherry
34 Cut off, as
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35 Thai language
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37 Missive
39 Pro
40 Fireman's tool
41 Dog boarders
45 Nonstop
48 Salon nose
49 Team cheer
50 Hit hard
51 Ruler marking
52 Mont. neighbor
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55 Cookout plus
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